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Foreword

This report describes_a variety of project_ activities carried
out within the framework of a more ambitious initial proposal for
a three-stage study of relationships between the guessing behavior
of GRE Aptitude examinees, scoring formulas, and within -test
guessing instructions. The work of the first stage; concerning
the implicit guessing strategies of test-takers; was funded by
the GRE Board in_September; 1975; and is reported here._ The
project consisted of seven component investigations with the
common theme of a search for ethnic and ability differences in
item response behaviors related to guessing. It drew upon the
contributions of a number of people; in particular; Phase II
depended in large part upon the assistance of interested col-
leagues at each of four universities who; unfortunately; must
remain anonymous.

This final report has been completed and is being_ submitted
to the GRE Board Research Committee after the principal investigator;
Lewis W. Pike; left ETS to assume new professional_ responsibilities.
Completion of_the report is due in large part to the effort of
Thomas F. Donlon, who rearranged and substantially rewrote earlier
drafts and prepared significant insertions of his own. Useful
suggestions also were offered by a number of reviewers including
particularly Robert Altman; Mary Jo Clark; Elsa Rosenthal;
Spencer Swinton; and Cheryl Wild. Final copy was prepared by
Marian Helms; Christine Sansone; Lorraine Simon; and Sharon Stewart.
Without the contributions of all of these people, the report as it
stands would not exist.



Executive Summary

The purpose of the present study was to expand the underStanding
of guessing strategies as these are implicit in the_characteristica
of responses to test items and components of items by §petifit
subsets_of GRE_ Aptitude t5t takers. Selfdesignations "White;'
"Black," or "Chicano" were used to group examinees; subgroups of
White examinees were selected to matchthe_Black and Chicano
sat oilplee O total GRE score wAll analyses were carried out separately
for men and women;

The cwo phases of the present study constitute two methodo
logically distinct components* each using a different information

base. The first involved exploratory analyses of the implitit
guessing strategies of the selected subgroupsof_examinees by means
Of iten- analysis procedures. The data base for this phase was a
tape providing the responses of examinees who had taken the GRE
AptItudetest in December; 1974. The second phase considered
supplemencarydatagathered specifically for this study to_obtain
ihformation to expand and interpret the findings from the first
phase.

phase I derived three statiz'Acal indicators which could be
useful in leentifying differences -in guessing behavior for ethnic
and sex subgroups. The first indicator was an inordinately low
level of_success on the item, in the sense of proportion passing.
This indicator was actually defined in two ways: percent passing of
those who reached the item (1714) and percent passing of those who
attempted the item (NA); An arbitrary level, 16 percent or less
passing; was used to identify items with_inordinately__low leVelS.
These percentages were "_nordinate" or "dysfunctional" in the sense
chat the group_could do better, on the average, through unconsidered,
random_ responding: Thus, the indicator- identifies items for which

is not successful for the group.

The second indicator was a mean criterion score (Verbal test
score for verbal items, Quantitative test score for quantitative
items) that was higher for the group whoomitted_the item_than fOr
those who attempted but missed the item (i.e., those who "guessed"
unsuccessfully). This mean for the Omit group waslabelledMh0, and
an arbitrary level of higher_than the 55th percentile for the total
group MnO was used to identify items which showed the phenomenon;
The- logic of the indicator is that more able people may be anticipated

to do_better, throughguessing,thanlessabie people; because they
can eliminate more options When the value of MnO exceeds the
overall average however; more able people are not guessing as
frequently as lass able people.
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The third indicator was relative uncertainty (RU), the Pike and
Flaugher modification of the Shannon information index. This
indicator reflects evenness or rectangula:ity of distribution.
It has been_used in prior work as a gener,11 measure of randomness
and hence of guessing.

Indices for each item in the GRE Aptitude test; and for
subsets of item types; were computed separately for each gro.ip
of respondents in an ethnic by sex analysis. A detailed inspection
of these indices revealed only one finding of a potential dif
ference between groups; this was that_Chicano females may omit
more readily than other groups. In all other cases, no differences
were found in the response patterns of Blacks, Chicanos, and Whites
who were matched on total test score. Such differences were found
for unmatched random samples of Whites; reflecting their higher
test scores. These findings do not simply attest to similarity
among the groups in level of success on the items. While the
P+R index reflects level of success, the other_indices are sensitive
to potential differences in the distribution of wrong arswers.
Their bearing on guessing is inferential, rather than by direct
observation; but they do not simply reflect the dichotomy of success
or failure on the item.

The results of Phase I; then; clearly support the view that
the standard instructions for the GRE Aptitude test are received
in similar ways by the various ethnic groups, that the scoring
formulas are equally appropriate for_these_groups; and that there
are no differences in guessing behavior independent of differences
in average level of ability;

The indicators applied in Phase I are general tests of implicit
guessing behaviors. Each derives its relevance for group comparison
from a logical relationship which gives it "sensitivity" to some
aspect of guessing. Thus; the RU measure; by testing for randomness
of response; tests for the presence of uninformed guessing. The P+A
and P+R measures; on the other hand_, by contrasting score_outcomes
against chance_expectations;_test theefficiency of guessing, the
extent to which information is effective. Finally;the MnO index,
by reflecting the extent to which guessing is associated with higher
or lower score, gives. some indication of who is guessing.

These general tests lead to inferences of similar item response
processes among_the groups. However, there is a need to test these
inferences further; and Phase II was an attempt to assess the
consistency of item reactio.'s across the groups by -using tasks
conceptualized as analytical subcomponents of solution processes.
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Phase II

Phase II consisted of special, exploratory studies of certain
ad-hec groups. These groups were selected as convenient samples
with which to study the methodological problems. Accordingly; no
generalization to populations was possible or intended. In Phase
II; there were four special_empirical studies of examinee reponses
to item components; in an effort to get more direct evidence of the
bases for response behavior in several selected item formats. The
general spirit of the inquiry was an attempt to find process differ-
ences among the groups. While the results of Phase I had indicated_
general consistency of solution process with respect to the frequency
of guessing and the strategies used; Phase II sought a deeper level
of analysis; Accordingly; four special measures; based on item
components, were developed; Candidate reports with respect to these
four special measures were studied for consistency with the results
of Phase I and for other inferences.

The our measures were:

1. Word-Aaaatations--the subjects rated the strength of
association of response words to stimulus words subdivided
in analogy items.

2. Contextual Clues--the subjects ranked the appropriateness
of answers to sentencecompletion_items, but were given
only a short, truncated version of the item stem.

3; Recognition Vocabulary- -the subjects indicated which
of a set of words they had met before; without being
asked to state the meaning or to assert any knowledge.

4. Quantitative Measure--the subjects were given a set of
predominantly free response items in very basic mathe-
matical operations, as a sort of mathematical literacy
test.

Results in Phase II were generally consistent with Phase I.
There were no group differences of any importance;

The common theme of all of these inquiries was the quest for
indications of intergroup differences._ The_implication of such
differences might be that the scoring formula and the instructions
to candidates concerning scoring might be inappropriate_for_one or
more groups. The most general conclusion of the study is simply
that such intergroup differences could not be demonstrated. The
seven studies represent a number of attempts to find group contrasts=
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Each study was based on a fairly complex and multi-faceted analysis;
with several group comparisons. But only one minor phanonleholl can

be reported: Chicano female omitting on GRE-V is demonstrated by
individual groups whose average ability is lower than that of
individuals demonstrating similar behavior for other ethtlAc.,sex

groups.

While the_principle findings are reassuring in terms of bias;
the study should serve as an incentive to further u/nrk Tno Impetus
here was toward an examination of intergroup differences #n item
response process. The focus was on guessing processi and cbe
tone and tenor of the study was on the evaluation of the e'cisting
program practices in instruction and in scoring.' But iteM_process
investigations have a valid role of their own; too little is known
of item solution ptocess generallyi and further work i5 deeded to
understand these procf,..sses.
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of guessing has long been of concern in testing.
Particular attention has been given to the question of whether to
discourage guessing; and if so; how; but increasingly a counter
concern has been voiced about the possible need to encourage
it. The attitudinal issues involved include the ethics, the
scholastic appropriateness, and the efficacy of guessing. _Psycho
metric questions include those of test reliability; validity; and
fairness.

Despite the considerable attention given to the problem,
relatively little is known about examinee behavior in this area; or
about the related issues of how best to instruct examinees about
guessing. There are obviousdifferences in scoring procedures, such
as "Fights only" or_"Rights7lto Wrong" (RW / o)_(where is the
number of choices minus one). These major variations in scoring
technique would have clear relevance for examinee decisions concern
ing guessing.

Questions regarding behavior which relates to guessing have
particular relevance for the GRE Aptitude test. As a comparatively
difficult examination, the GRE is perhaps more susceptible_ to a
larger guessing component in the test scores than would otherwise be
the case. Another factor is_ the wide range of candidates served.
GRE" candidates exhibit more background differences expected among
examinees taking any nationally administered test; varying substan
tially_in a number of ways likely to influence their guessing
attitudes and behaviors These include age, level and area of
academic preparation; time since last formal education; and amount:
and recency of experience with standardized tests.

At a time when test fairhess is of particular concern, and
especially so in regard to the admission -to graduate schools of
students not in the mainstream of academic preparation for graduate
Level education, the question of possible variations in test sophisti
cation or testwic:ness (TV) among diverse GRE subpopulations
is critical. One aspect Of the concept of testwiseness is knowing
when to guess; i;e; how to use partial information as a basis for
response. Even for the typical GRE examinee, the test necessarily
presel%cs many items caning for decisions about answering that -must
be based on partial information, or even on hunches. This

part because, as an efficiaht norm7referented test, the_GRE_vill_
necessarily include many items that most examinees cannot readily

at a level of complete confidence; and in part because by



their nature; individual mul'Aple-choice questions are not simply
all -or- nothing indices of whether something is "known;" even though
they are scored that way. Underlying an individual's actually
having marked the correct answer or not is the probability_of_his_or
her doing so, which in turn is_a reflection of_that person's level
of knowledge and reasoning ability vis -a -vis the total item, with
its requirement of picking one's way through the several plausible
alternative choices.

For the educationally disadvantaged examinee, the problem of
guessing may be compounded. First of all, t. are is likely to be a
much higher percentage of test items requiring guessing decisions,
and among these, a higher percentage requiring such decisions_
involving the possible use of_hunches, _rather than of firm, though
partiali'information. Secondly, the educationally disadvantaged
examinee is likely to be relatively deficient_in testwiseness, and
thus less likely to know how best to use the information and reasoning
powers_at_his or her disposal. Thus, the minority candidate is
potentially exposed to a kind of double Jeopardy; with weaknesses in
developed verbal and quantitative reasoning abilities compounded by
problems in coping with the test per se.

The implications for fairness are obvious. _Differences in
test performance between_groups should not_depend upon such_
secondary_factors as differences in test wiseness. The goal of
an equitable_ testing programmust be that of identifying and using
the best combination of scoring procedure and within-test guessing
instructions related to that procedure; But little is known concern-
ing actual candidate behavior. Guessing behaviors must be inferred
from test outcomes; While the typical item analysis will shed some
light on the problem, more along these lines can be done. This
research was formulated as a study of the guessing strategies which
are implicit in the statistical outcomes of test items and of
special item-component tasks. describing the study, however,
a conceptual framework is offered.

Conceptual_ Framework

It is useful, in presenting the present study, to_briefly
review its basic assumptions in three primary areas relating to
guessing: 1) that there are levels of_information_upon_which
guessing is based 2) that guessing behavior is ethically appropriate
in the measurement context and 3) that the psychometric effects of
guessing behavior on scores are potentially practical and useful.

on. There are three general levels of
information with which an examinee may confront a test itam:



full information (FI), partial information (n), and no information
(NI). The_FI and_ NI_situations are essentially straightforward in
terms of their behavioral consequences, but the PI situation_is more
complex and more interesting. A useful approach to item -PI 1.8 to
distinguish among full, partial, and no information at the choi -ce
level. This produces complex situations; For example; a special
case of item-PI which is often implicit in discussions of guessing
behavior is one involving some full information at the individual
choice level. That is; one or more distractors may be fully known
to be wrong, allowing for an information-based elimination of these
choices from consideration.

A consideration of the different levels and kinds of information
involved in answering multiple-choice test items is central to the
study of guessing behavior. (Here; and in subsequent discussion;
"information" will be used in a generic sense to include "comprehen-
sion," "computationi" reasoning;" and so on, as required for answer-
ing test items.)_ As noted_above; a_candidate may_confront_a_test
item at one Of three perceived levels Of information: full informa-
tion (FI), partial information (PI), or no information (NI). Although
the FI and NI item situations are essentially straightforward; it
should be noted that true NI is probably much less common than is
usually assumed. A corollary is that truly "blind" guessing; so
often cited as a major concern, is almost surely rare. Instead; the
common alternative to fully informed guessing is most likely to be
guessing on the basis of vague hunches or misinformation. This fact
has clear_ implications regarding guessing formulas_and instructions;
some of which are explored in later sections of this report.

Attit udinal- quest -ions. Whether guessing is considered ethical
or scholastically appropriate has a direct bearing on the guessing
behavior of examinees and on the positions taken by educators to
influence such behavior. The scholastic appropriateness of using Pt
is best defended by considering that this is:

(1) Consistent with the generally accepted psychometric
assumption that the knowledge or_ ability_ underlying
the essentially discontinuous multiple-choice item
format is in fact a continuous variable.

( ) Consistent with concepts of educational outcomes as
broader shifts in behavior; rather than simple acquisi-
tions of all-or-none mastery of previously defined ccntent.
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Beyond scholastic appropriateness, the additional questions
of whether it is_ethicalor worthwhile to guess can best be answered
by considering them simultaneously. Examinees sometimes reason that
if they receive full credit on a PI item; because they guess correctly,

they thus have an unfair advantage. On__the other handi if they
guess incorrectly; they will receive a "deserved" penalty. By this

reasoning; either outcome is perceived as an_indication that one

should not guess: one is "wrong"_and the other leads to a lower

score. The questions can be resolved simultaneously, however; by
demonstrating that over a set of PI items, the expected outcome of
using partial_information is eceiving partial credit; a result that
can be recognized as both fair and efficacious.

Taythomettic questions. For the student; the basis for decisions
about the fairness of guessing is in large part attitudinal. For
the sponsors of testing; the question of fairness associated with

guessing is psychometric, as well. Differences in test scores
attributable to individual guessing tendencies constitute a source
of unfairness, whether due to differences in risktaking tendencies
(deciding when to guess) or in test sophistication (knowing when and

hOst to guess).

A common view of guessing behavior by measurement workers con
siders it a component of the overall_score_but_as not contentrelated.
Cureton; for example, suggests that for multiplechoice tests, "....the

true score is the true_content score plus- the true guessingtendency
score (1971; p. 829)." It_is_the position of this report that
partial information_ about the item, particularly in the form of
choice Fl, is itself part of the true content score; and that

efforts to (1) encourage proper use of PI; (2) discourage guessing
in NI situations, and (3) discourage the use of PI when it is in the

fOrm of vague hunches will result_in_a more_consistent matching of
guessing behavior to the examinee's level of information with regard

to particular items and item_choices. Such matching Will, across
examinees, maximize the valid component of guessing, while minimizing
the spurious component--i.e., individual differences in guessing

tendencies not directly related to the underlying information or

ability that is of interest.

The effect of guessing behavior on score reliability_ is most
evident when PI and NI are considered in terms of the number of

distractors that can be eliminated. When examinees do not guess,
those who are able correctly to eliminate one, two, or three distrac
tors from a given item are indistinguishable from the NI examinees:
all receive a zero itemscore, leaving no basis for discrimina
tion among_the four levels of content information. If such examinees
do guess, however, the differences in their levels of item_ information

are reflected in expected item score differences. This added true



score variance will; of course; yield added score reliability.
Guessing in NI situations; on the other hand, will clearly reduce
reliability; since it will contribute error variance only.

Guessing involving PI in_the form_ofvague hunches is more
complex. It may or may noL add to reliability; When highly unsystema
tic; it will; like NI, reduce reliability, but when it is highly

systematic (whither or -not it is correct),itcould well increase

reliability. In some instances the contribution of such guessing -to
reliability will be positive due to the systematization introdUced

by_partiCulatly_COmpelling distractors. In those instances; examinees
Will have less than chance success in answering the_item_corteCtly,
and encouraging such guessing could mean gaining reliability at the

expense of reduced fairness and validity.

In gendtal, from the psychometric standpoint; the use of PI is

appropriate. The measurement person seeks to provide a mutualbenefit
matching_ between an examinee's wish to make the most of his or her
infOrMatibh(and therefore putting PI to use by guessing); and the

goal of optiMiZing test reliability and validity.

In examining the effects of scoring formulas and gueSSing

instructions on guessing behavior; the possibility_of systematid

differences in guessing associated with_examineecharactetistics
should also be examined. IndiVidual and group differences which

influence guessinginclude attitudes toward_risktaking, and toward

the ethical and_SChibleStit legitimacy of guessing, and levels of
underStanding of how to adopt an opt.:.maI guessing strategy to match

the scoring procedure. One difficult psychometric area concerns
differences in guessing associated with item format. These include

differences in (1) the basis for answering: e.g., Vocabulary items

call primarily for information; Reading_Comprehension items involve

comprehension, infetenCe, and locating information; Analogies

require verbal reasoning and knowledge of the subtleties of word

meaning;_and Quantitative iremstesra combination of knowledge,

computation, and mathematical reasoning; and (2) whether the correct

answer can be selected independently of the other choices_(it_Can in

many antonyms, for example; but cannot in -items such as "Which of

the following values is greatest?")._ Analogies tend toward the

"best answer" end of this Stale. Other item characteristics, such

as whether the choices call f-cit making fine distinctions, cut across

item format categories. For each of these item characteristics
thete can be different kinds of PI; with associated differences in

optimal guessing strategy;



STUDY DESIGN

Purpose

The purpose of the present study has been to expand_the
understanding of guessing strategies as these are implicit in
the characteristics of responses by groups of test-takers to individ-
ual test items and to item-component tasks. Through the development
of such expanded understandings, it may be possible to evolve
techniques for test instructions and scoring which are optimally
appropriate to_the needs of a number of diverse groups. The informa-
tion obtained in the_current study was also seen as having implica-
tions_for test specifications and test development, and as offering
useful insights into the basic processes_by which examinees answer
multiple-choice questions of various kinds.

The study may be conceived of as having two phases. Phase I
consisted of an analysis of a data tape providing the responses of
examinees who took the December 1974 ORE aptitude test. This data
base in_addition to the large number of examinees represented,
included responses to a background inventory providing such informa-
tion as ethnic group membership, sex, and major field of study.
Thus, it was possible to explore both examinee and item character-
istics as these related to indications of systematic differences in
guessing behavior. In Phase II, her were special empirical
studies of examinee responses to item components, in an effort to
get more direct evidence of the bases for guessing behavior in
several selected item formats. This phase developed information by
administering supplementary materials to four groups of college
students.

Two major limitations inherent in the design_of the present
study were recognized_at the outset. First, the data reported here
in the Phase I analysis are based on only one scoring technique,
R-W/c; and on the standard guessing instructions which accompany
this technique. Second, the supplementary data in Phase II were
obtained from subjects other than those taking the 1974 ORE, so that
the linkage between the findings in the two phases is indirect.

Recognizing these limits, the project proposal clearly indicated
that the present study should be considered preliminary to additional
research which would examine differentially the effects on guessing
behavior of three scoring formulas: It, R-W/c (the "penalty for
guessing" adjustment); and R Omits/n, where n is the number of
alternatives (a "reward for not guessing" correction). In addition;
differences_ between the standard guessing instructions now in use,
and expanded instructions, would be examined. Such further research



would explore _a twostage guessing_ model, in which (1) some distractors
are eliminated on the basis of full information at the individual
option level, and (2) a noneliminated alternative is selected as
the answer to the item, as these relate to the different scoring
formulas and guessing instructions. Further, the experimental
subjects who would provide the twostage guessing model responses
would be the same persons responding to the test materials, thus
allowing analyses directly linking test performance and guessing
sponding to the test materials, thus allowing analyses directly
linking test performance and guessing strategy in a manner not
possible within the framework of the current effort.

Despite its limitations; however, the present study was recognized
as a useful exploratory effort adequate to serve three basic purposes.
The first was to test and refine certain tentative hypotheses regard
ing differences in guessing behavior associated with various combina
tions of examinee and item characteristics._ The study sought to docu
ment_instances in which some examinees may -be systematically at a
disadvantage on certain classes of items, in that they tend to guess
or omit in ways that yield lower expected scores than are received
by examinees who use information more effectively. The second
purpose of the study; which was primarily exploratory rather than
confirmatory, was to search for ways of counselling examinees when
and how to guess in situations where they hold partial information
(PI). Finally; a third purpose was to serve as a feasibility check
for some of the later work proposed and as a basis for designing and
carrying out such work.

Meth-Oda

The two phases of the present study constitute two methodologi
cally distinct components; each using a different information base.
The first involved exploratory analyses of the implicit guessing
strategies of selected subgroups_of_GRE Aptitude examinees, by means
of what are_ essentially itemanalysis procedures. The data base for
this phase is a tape providing the responses of examinees who had
taken the GRE Aptitude test in December, 1974. The second phase
made use of supplementary data gathered specifically to obtain
information needed to expand and interpret the findings stemming
from the first phase.

Because of the distinctiveness of these_phases; and because each
involves relatively detailed presentations_of_complex and_somewhat
unfamiliar procedures,_ the report is organized into two distinct
sections, presenting the methods and results for each phase separately,
before returning to a joint discussion in the final section;
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PHASE I

The GRE Aptitude Test administered in December; 1974 included
in SectionI 55 verbal discrete items: 18 analogies* 20 antonyms,

and 17 sentence completion items. Section II was made up of 40
reading comprehension items; based on six reading pasSages, and
Section III contained 55 quantitative items._ This form of the GRE

also included a set of background questions including ethnic_
group membership; undergraduate major field, planned graduate major

field; and current educational status.

The population of examinees from which samples were drawn
consisted of the 70;888 candidates: This number was reduced by

excluding examinees who indicated that they did not communicate_
best in English_; and was further limited to those indicating either
"college senior" or "college graduate" as their_current eduCatitinal
status; and indicating a graduate degree objective of masters,

intermediate; or doctorate. After these exclusions, the numbers of
males and females for three ethnic groups_selected for study were as
follows:__Caucasians; 15,362 and 13,754; Chicanos; 195 and 130; and
BlackS; 915 and 1715. From each Caucasian group; a random sample of
2000 examinees was then drawn for subsequent item analyses. The

other groups were used in toto*

Means and standard deviations of GREV and GREQ scores for
these examinee groups are given in Table 1. Formula scores on the
95item GREV for the White; Chicano and Black_groups were approxi
mately 49, 34, and 25_points; with a standard deviation for each
group of about 16. There were only slight differences by sex within
each ethnic_group. The pattern of formula scores on the 55item
GRE -Q was similar, with means of about 30, 20, and 14; and standard

deviations of about 10: Mean score differences by sex were observed
for the White; Chicano and Black samples; with males leading females
by about *75; .35; and .50 standard deviations; respectively. In

order to examine whether differences in guessing behavior associated
with ethnic group and sex could be attributed to differences in
overall ability as measured by the GRE, matched groups -of whites
within sex were drawn for each minority-- group.- The matching was
based_on_combined GREEV scores and GREQ scores, that is; the simple
SUM Of_the GREV and Q. for these examinees are also

given in Table 1; For the male matched groups the GREV means are
slightly lower;and the GREQ means slightly higher; than those
observed for the original minority samples. These differences were
not observed between original and matched female grou0S*

While the matching operation -is a useful approach to reducing
intergroup differences attributable to differencesinlevel of
ability; it- cannot totally remove such factors. In the current
study in WhiCh Whites are selected for the matched group on the
beadS of scores lower thanthemean; the average "true score" of the
matched group will be higher than that of the actual ethnic_or race
sample; This is so because in regression theory the matched group
is likely to contain more negative errors of measurement. It is a

variation on the familiar regression toward the mean. These known

17



Table I

Means and Standard Deviations of GRE-V and GRE-Q Formula Scores of
Se2ected Original and Matched-Sample Examinee Groups

Examinee
Group N

GRE-V (95 items) GRE-Q (55 items)

Mean SD Mean SD

Original Groups

Males White 2000 48.6 15.8 33.3 10.4

Chicano 195 33.9 15.5 21.4 11.0

Black 915 25.5 16.8 16.7 10.7

Females White 2000a 49.2 16.2 26.1 9.1

Chicano 130 33.2 17.9 18.2 9.4

Black 1715 23.5 15.4 12.2 8.7

Matched-Sample Groupsb

(White
males)

Chicano 570 32.8 15.5 24.3 11.1

Black 350 23.2 15.4 17.0 11.4

(White
females)

Chicano 390 33.4 16.4 18.3 9.7

Black 360 24.7 15.4 13.2 8.3

aWhlte male and female groups were randomly selected from pools of 14,733
and 13,132 examinees, respectively.

b
Matched samples of Whites within sex for each minority group were drawn
based on combined GRE-V and GRE-Q score. For Chicano malesi two Whites
were drawn for each Hispanic male (195_Chicano_and 90 Puerto Rican)
in the original_sample;_at_each score level. (The two Hispanic male_
groups had nearly identical score distribution patterns. Compare male
Puerto Rican means and standard deviations of 34.0 and 18.0 for GRE7V;
and 21.3 and 12.1 for GRE-Q, to data for male Chicanos given above.)
For Black males, Chicano females; and Black females; the selection ratios
were; respectively; one; three; and two;
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diffidUlties in matching are generally of a tolerable magnitude; it
was similarly judged that the errors of matching due to the use of
corabined GRE-V and GRE-Q scores were tolerable, and that the con-
venience which the combination afforded outweighed its disadvantages.

Zniolices of Guessing-Behavior

Three kinds of item data were evaluated as indicators of
aspects of guessing behavior. These indicators were seen as
sensitive to the use of partial item information* such as the use of
full choice-level information to eliminate one or more distractors,
and as reflecting the avoidance of_hunch-Eased guessing where this
reduces the expected_ item score under the formula score (R-W/c)

conditi-m7 TWo of the three kinds of item information; percent-pass
and omitting patterns, are provided in standard ETS item analyses.
The third, relative uncertainty (Rh), is not routinely computed; it
indicates the degree to which error responses for an item are either
relatively concentrated on three or fewer of the four error choices,
or relatively evenly spread over all four. The role of these
indices in explicating examinee guessing is discussed in the follow-
ing section.

.Terceroll.o-7--P. The percent-pass_(P+) value for a
given test item that is observed for a given examinee group reflects
some composite of_thefUll information, partial information; and
random-like_ guessing being used by the examinees in that group. But

the strength of these different levels cannot be determined. For

this reason, differences in P+ between examinee groups are not
ordinarily informative with respect to possible differences in
guessing strategies. However* occurrences of P+_values_clearly
below the chance level of 20 (for 5-choice items) provide direct
evidence that optimal guessing strategies are not being used
successfully.

A distinction must be made at this point between P+R, which
uses the number of examinees reaching a given item as the denominator,
andP+A* which uses the number of examinees answering the item, i.e.,
making a marked response.

The first of these* P +R, is the value_widely_used as an index
of item difficulty. Low 12+R values may indicate items for which an
examinee group had less success than if the entire group had answered
the item in a random-like way. As P+R values approach zero; the
likelihood_of a significant amount of random-like guessing decreases.
However, the amount and the appropriateness (success rate) of guessing
remains generally indeterminant for a number of levels of P R. A

P4-R of 10; for example* would be the expected value in each of the
following situations: (a) If 10 percent knew the answer and marked
it correctly; and the other 90 percent omitted the -item; (b) If 5

percent knew and answeredcorrectly* 25 percent selected randomly

among the 5 choices* and 70 percent omitted; (c) If 50 percent
answered randomly* and the other 50 percent omitted; and (d) If 10



petcent_knew and answered correctly, and the other 90 percent all
answered incorrectly.

The second percent-pass statistic, P+A, gives the percentage of
examinees actually answering a test item who marked the correct
choice; and -as such, directly- indicates the success-rate of those_
answering the item. For the four instances just noted, each yielding
an expected P+R_of10, the expected P+A values would be 100j 33, 20;
and 10, respectively. When the P+A value is clearly less than
chance, then, it may be inferred that optimal guessing strategies
are not being used successfully. This inference does not rule out
the possible validity of test items for examinee groups experiencing
low P+A values on them. However; it does suggest a strong possibility
that some of the score variance attributable to such items is due to
a failure to use optimal guessing strategies*_rather than to -the
verbal or quantitative reasoning ability the items are intended to
measure.

For the present analyses; instances of P+R < 16 and P+A < 16
were arbitrarily classified as low P+; and patterns of such instances
associated with examinee groups and item formats were examined for
implications regarding guessing behavior. Where such low values are
exhibited, the guessing decisions are clearly worse than chance.

Reverse omitting pattern. One way to jua the appropriateness
of a group's omitting behavior on a given test item is to examine_
the pattern of omissions across increasing levels of ability within
the group. The usual pattern,when examinees are properly judging
when to guess, shows a decreasing rate of omitting accompanying
increasing levels of ability. This assumes that under conditions of
uncertainty the candidates' options are to guess or to omit, and
that guessing should be more appropriate as level of ability increases.
A reversal of this_pattern_of omitting behavior was observed by
Flaugher and Pike (1970)i for responses of inner-city Blacks on the
PSAT-V and PSAT41. Similar reverse patterns have been observed by
Echternacht, Carlson and Flaugher (1973) for minority UP-V and UP-Q
responses, and by Conrad and WalImark (1975) for responses to the GRE-Q.

A pattern of Reverse Omitting, in which the higher scoring
members of a group more often omit a given item than do the lower
scoring ones, is indicated by a mean test score for the omitting
subgroup_that is higher than the overall -group mean. In this
study, the item analysis program assigned criterion scores to each
group with_an arbitrary mean of 13.0 and a standarddeviationof
4.0. In the study, the value of 13.5 was arbitrarily selected as
the critical level of the mean score for these omitting. When Mn0 =
13.0, the group averages about the 50th percentile. When Mn0 = 13.5
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the group averages about the 55th percentile; when 1.1110 = 14;0, the
group averages about the 60th percentile.

Relative uncertaipty -(RU) -; This measure; based on Shannon's
(1949)_ Uncertainty measure, was applied by Pike and Flaugher (1970)
as an index of the relative amounts of randomness or spuriousness in

different examinee groups' error responses to a given item. The

procedure was used to compare the PSAT-V responses of a group of
inner-city Blacks to those of a standard reference_population.
Error responses of the inner-city group were significantly more
random-like than those of_the reference group for Sentence Completion,
Reading Comprehension, and Antonym items, but not for Analogies.
Applying similar procedures to UP-V and UP-Q data; Echternacht; et
41; (1973) found significant differences in the randomness of Slack
and White examinees' responses to Antonym; Reading Comprehension,
and Quantitative items; but not to Sentence Completion and Analogy
items.

Shannon's index of uncertainty was defined as:

K
U = - E log

, 2
i=1

where K = the number of categories in a distribution and Pi = the
proportion of the distribution in a category.

Shannon's measure has a variable maximum depending upon the
number of categories. To adjust for this, Pike and Flaugher proposed
relative uncertainty RU, defined as:

RU

K
- E P, log-

2 i
i=1
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To the extent that a distribution is rectangular, 10 values
approach 1.0. In a sense, the RU index is a convenient, informal
alternative to a Chi-square test of the property of rectangUlarity
of distribution.

The general logic of these three indicators derives from a
model which views informed guessing as a worthwhile strategy;
blind guessing as more or less neutral; but which coasider5 thy.
some "guessing" is probablistic responding based on mistmforma-
tion. In this context, the three indices have somewhat different
functions._ The RU index will reflect_ when blind guessing is
present; the Mn0 index will rleflect who is guessing (by_Inference
from the ability_of those omitting);_the P+ indices will reflect
the presence of dysfunctional responding, lower than chance expecta-
tion, and presumably based on misinformation

None of these indices is direct; in the sense of reflecting
observed guessing. Each is inferential; presumed to reflect
guessing behavior where this is defined not only as blind responding
in the absence of no information but as responding in -the context of
partial information or misinformation. The measures have ia common
a ready der4.vability from routine item analysis.

Findings for Items Grouped by Format

The study of the data7tape information_for indications of
guessing behavior proceeded from the general to the speci.fic,
looking first at larger_classes of items and -then at smaller ones.
In the report, summary data for -items grouped_onaari.o.r-i bases
Will be examined first, followed by data for individual i.tem$.

Findings regarding each of the three indices related to
guessing behavior (Low P+, Reverse Omitting, and Relative Uncertainty)
will be considered in order Each presentation considers the items
grouped by format. Among GRE-V items, these formats are Analogies;
Antonyms, Sentence Completion; and Reading Comprehension, For GRE-Q$
items are divided into two groups; Data Interpretation itertis_atd
"Other Quantitative" items. Data Interpretation items Are presented
to examinees in clusters; all items in the cluster refer tm tlforma-
tion presented in an associated table or graph Each "Other Quantita-
tive" item is presented independently.

to P+R and Low P+A. Frequencies of Low P+R items (baoed on
percentages of examinees reaching an item) and_of_Low P-I-A items
(based on percentages of examinees who answered the item) are
given in Table 2 for_male examinees and Table 3 for femole examinees
with subjects grouped by ethnic status and items are grouped by

2
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Table 2

Numbers of Itkls within Item-Format Answered with Low P +1:( or Low +A

by Original and Matched-Sample Male Examinee Groups

Item Format
Number of

Items

Male-Examiree Group__

White-
Low

+It

Low

P+A

Chicano
LoW Low LoW LcW
P+R

P+A
P+_ P+

A

Original Groups

Verbal

Analogies 18 5 3 6 4 9 6

Antonyms 20 2 0 5 1 5 1

Sent. Completion 17 0 0 1 0 1 1

Rdg. Comprehension

quantitative

40 0 0 0 0 ) 0

Data Interpretation 14 0 0 2 1 4 1

Other
a 41 1 0 2 2 2

(No; of examinees) (2000) (195) (915)

Matched-Sample GrouPs
Whites

matched
to Chicanos

Whites
matched
to Blacks

Verbal

Analogies 18 7 5 8 5

Antonyms 20 6 1 6

Sent. Completion 17 1 0 3

Rdg. Comprehension 40 0 0 0 0

Quantitative

Data Interpretation 14 2 2 5 3

Othera 41 1 1 3 2

(No. of examinees) (570) (350)

Note: Low P.*
A

is defined as percent-pass 1 .16, computed with the number of

examineas reaching an item as the base N; Low P.+-
a

refers to percent

pass 5 .16, computed with the number of examinees actually answering

an item as tne base N.

aOther" includes 10 algebra, 14 geometry; 12 arithmetic; and 5 miscellaneous
items.

23
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Table 3

Numbers of Itnis within_Item-Format Answered with Low P+
by Original and Matched-Sample Female Exawinee Groups

Item Format
Number

Items

-Female
White Chicgrin Black

of Low
P+_

Low

A

Low Low
P-1- Pi-

A

Low Low
P+ P+-

R A

Original Groups

Verbal

Analogies 18 3 6 4 9 5

Antonyms 20 1 0 3 0 7 1

Sent; Completion 17 0 0 1 0 1 1

Rdg. Comprehension 0 0 0 0

Quantiative

Data interpretatiol 14 2 1 5 6 5

Other 41 2 1 2 6

(No. of examinees) (2000) (130) (1715)

Matched-Sample Gro;.Ts

Verbal

Analogies 18 7 4 9 5

Antonyms 20 6 1 7 I

Sent. Completion 17 i 0 2 1

Rdg. Comprehension 40 0 0 0 0

Quaro-frxriv_e_

Data Interpretation 14 5 4 6 5

Cther 41 3 1 6 3

(No; rf examinees) (390) (360)
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format. The frequency of Low P+R items was clearly related to
ethnic group membership. Of the 95 GRE-V items; 7_Low P+R's were
observed for White males, 12 for Chicano males, and 15 for Black
males; for the 55 GRE-Q items, there were 1, 4, and 6 low P+R's for
White, Chicano, and Black males. These differences are consistent
with differences among the respective examinee groups in GRE-V and
GRE-Q mean scores, since lower mean scores should be coincident with
a grerter 'umber of items being very difficult for a given examinee
group. For White males matched to Chicano and Black males on the
basis of combined GRE-V and GRE-Q scores* the frequencies of Low
P+R's de7arted only slightly_from those for the original minority
groups, and then in a direction consistent with the fact that_
t 'e White matching groups had slightly lower verbal scores and
slightly higher quaatitative ones than was true of the minority
groups. Thus, differences in the frequency of Low P+R items
are consistent with differences in overall test difficulty for
all groups. This suggests that there is no reasonable basis
for attributing observed P+R differences directly to ethnicity.

The- findings for females are analogous: frequencies of
P+R are 5, 10, and 17 for White, Chicano, and Black females on
the Verbal test; 4, 7, and 12 ontheQtantitative. Again, the
matched White group performs similarly to the related ethnic
group. There is little evidence of ethnic linked differences'
on this index of inefficient guessing.

When the separate item formats are considered, it becomes
evident that there are strong differences. Among GRE-V items,
most instances of Low P+R occurred for Analogies and Antonyms;
there were none for the 40 Reading Comprehension items* for either
sex. AMong GRE-Q items, there were about as many Low P+R's among
the 14 Data_Interpretation questions as among the other 41. lhere
is apparently something in the nature of the Data Interpre..ation
items which makes them more difficult to guess on.

The frequencies of Low P+A values are subject to a similar
analysis regarding possible guessing strategies* since each such
instance indicates an_item for_which those members of_a_given_
examinee group actually- answering the item did so with less -than
chance -level success. Among the GRE-V items, only about half of
those in the Low P+R range were also in the Low P+A range. The
observed P+A's followed the same general pattern across examinee
groups as noted for observed P+R's (i.e.* a pattern consistent with
the groups' mean GRE-V scores). When the separate item formats are
considered, however, the Low_P+A pattern departs from that for-Low
P+R's. For- Analogies; considering Tables 2 and 3, 25_out of 39
instances of low P+R were also instances of low P+A, but only 3 out
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of 24 of the low P+R's for Antonyms were also instances of low P+A.
This would suggest that there was less omitting and more dysfunctional
guessing in response to very difficult Analogies than to equally
difficult Antonyms. Among the GRE-Q items, tht:r2 was only slight
attrition between instances of Low P+R and of Low P+A, suggesting
that for_these items, as for Analogies, there exists a_tendency for
very_hard items to be answered at a worse than chance level (i.e.,
for "dysfunctional guessing").

rha-MtOindex; The number of instances in which the omitting
subgroup's mean percentile rank was at least 55 (Mn0 S 13.5) is
given in Table 4. Among the GRE-V items; instances of reverse
Omitting were concentrated among Blacks, both male and female,
primarily within the Analogies and Antonyms. Approximately half the
Analogy items show the Reverse Omit phenomenon for Black males, and
about a third of these items for Black females. ,AMong_Data Interpre-
tation items in the CREQ, the_largest number of item Reverse Omit
was again demonstrated by Blacks, but the frequency for Chicanos was
nearly as great as that for Blacks on the Other Quantitative items.
Patterns of occurrence of Reverse Omitting by the four White groups
that were matched to the four minority groups closely resembled
those of the original minority groups,' with Whites matched to Blacks
showing the Reverse Omit pattern primarily on Analogies, Antonyms;
and on Other Quantitative items, and with those matched to Chicanos
doing so primarily on Other Quantitative items.

As was true of observed differences in P+ patterns, then, the
most parsimonious interpretaton of Reverse Omitting differences
between sexes and ethnic groups would be to attribute these differ-
ences to the observed differences in the relevant tested abilities,
rather than to sex or ethnicity, in themselves. On the surface,
however; the finding clearly suggests that white males matched in
ability to the Black sample show higher incidence of "dysfunctional
omitting" than their Black counterparts.

Relative -unertainty. The utility of the RUstatistic is that
for a given item and for a given examinee group, it summarizes
the dispersion over_the_several error categories. The information
is useful, because it allows tentative inferences regarding the
degree to which the error responses are either highly systematic or
essentially spurious or random-like. The maximum RU of 1.00 is

26
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Table 4

Number of Items within Item-Format Answered with Reverse
Omitting by Original and Matched-Sample Examinee Groups

Number of Male Female
Item Format Items Wh Ch Bl Wh Ch B1

Original Groups

Verbal

Analogies

Antonyms

Sent. Completion

Rdg. Comprehension

Quantitative

18 1

20 0 2

17 0 0

40 0 0

14 0 0

41 0 3

10

7

2

2

1

5

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

5

7

4

2

2

7

Data Interpretation

Other Quantitative

(No; of examinees) (2000) (195) (91:) (2000) (130) (1715)

Matched-Sample Groups

Verbal

Analogies 18 1 11 1 3

Antonyms 20 2 11 1 3

Sent. Completion 17 0 0 0 0

Rdg. Comprehension 40 0 3 2 4

Quantitative

Data Interpretation. 14 0

Other Quantitative 41 1 3 3 8

(Nc. of examinees) (570) (350) (390) (360)

Note: The criterion for classifying an omitting pattern as Reverse Omitting
is that the standardized mean score of examinees within a given group
equals or exceeds 13.5. This corresponds to a group mean percentile
on the test of 55. I.e._the better students in the group are more
often omitting than are the poorer students.
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ambiguous, in the sense that it can occur for either completely
random responding; or for a special case of fully systematic respond=
ing, in which each of the error choices appeals to a different
subgroup of examinees, with the subgroups happening to be of equal
size. As RU approaches its minimum value of zero, however, there is
increasing evidence of systematic error selection.

The RU index is a very general appraisal; however; and its
item evidence of systematic error is ambiguous with respect to a
basic differentiation in answering strategies suggested in the
present paper. That is, answering on the basis of_successive
eliminations on the one hand and answering primarily on the basis Of
being drawn to the most plausible or attractive alternative,
on_the other._ Some_insight can perhaps be_achieved by- comparing RU
values on a given item, for groups differing in mean total score
Where two groups differ substantially in averagescore; it is
reasonable to expect that on most items; the lower scoring group
will be able to eliminate fewer alternatives on the basis of choice=
level full information. It follows that the responses of this group
would be more generally dispersed over the error categories than
would be true of the higher scoring group and that they 0111 detbh-
strate higher values of RU.__This general dispersion may not be
demonstrated where a plausible choice is drawing responses, because
in that case it is quite possible for the lower- scoring group to
find an attractive error choice even more seductive than is true for
the more able group, thus resulting in a lower RU for the lower-scoring
group. But a low RU attributed to a plausible mislead is not
limited to lower-scoring candidates. For certain kinds -of items,
with very difficult antonyms_as perhaps the prime_example, the SteM
may be so unfamiliar to the lower scoring group that the potential
seductive power of the most attractive error choice is lost on_them,_
re-Suiting in their answering in a more random -like way, and receiving
a higher RU than somewhat more able examinees who knew the stem word
but Who could not educethe subtle relationship required to answer
the item correctly= Distributional effects, then, are a useful but
uncertain index of group behavior.

Mean RU's for items grouped by format and for_exaMinees grouped
by sex and ethnic group are given in Table 5._ It is evident upon
inspection that RU differences associated with sex are minimal._
There_are systematic differences by_ethnic groups, however;with
Mean RU's tending to be least for Whites and greatest for Blacks.
Pooling mean RU's across sex and item-format groupings, the ranges
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Table 5

Mean Relative Uncertainty (RU) Values for Items within Item-Format
Computed from Error Responses of Original and Matched-Sample Examinee Groups

Item Format

Verbal

Proportion- -0 --Examinee -Gtoupsic
Number of Malcl Female

Items Wh Ch B1 Wh Ch Bl

Original Groups

Analogies

Antonyms

Sent. Completion

Rdg. Comprehension

Quantitative

18 81 89

20 87 89

17 77 86

40 82 86

14 69 78

41 80 83

89

93

89

91

79

87

81(

85

75

80

71

82

84

88

83

85

75

83

89

93

89

90

79

89

Data Interpretation

Other

(No; of examinees) (2000) (195) (915) (2000) (130) (1715)

Matched-Sample Groups

verbal

Analogies 18 86 89 85 85

Antonyms 20 91 93 88 91

Sent. Completion 17 85 88 83 86

Rdg. Comprehension 40 87 89 86 88

Quantitative

Data Interpretation 14 74 77 75 75

Other 41 83 85 83 85

(No. of examines) (570) (350) (390) (360)

decimals omitted
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of mean RU's for the_GREV_are 75 to 87,_83 to 89, and 89 to 93 for
Whitesi_Chicanos, and Slacks, respectively; for the GRE=Q, in the
same order, they are 69 to 81, 75 to 83, and 79 to 89 In general,
then, Blacks and Chicanos show more random responding than whites.
These differences are again consistent with mean GREV and GREQ
score differences; because there is a general tendency for lower
scores to be associated with more randomlike behavior, and thus
higher RU values.

To help determine whether the mean RU differences are best
explained on the basis of these mean score differences, or whether
there are some systematic effects attributable, instead, to ethnic
status itself* we may compare the 24 RU values for the matched
sample to the 24 observed for the original minority groups. These
turn out to be highly similar: of the 24 comparisons, 18 were
only 02 or less, and the greatest difference observed was only 04.
Just as for the Low P+ and the Reverse Omitting indices of guessing
behavior, then, differences in RU apparently associated with ethnic
group membership are more_ parsimoniously attributable to overall
level of performance on the GREV and GREQ measures.

By f. the sharpest differentiations among the mean RU's
presented in Table 5 are those associated with item format. For all
of the ten examinee groups, the highest mean RU's were observed
for Antonyms (for Chicano males, Antonyms were tied with Analogies
for highest mean RU). These mean RU's for Antonyms across the ten
groups ranged from 85 to 93. Atong the four GRE -V formats, the
observed mean RU for Sentence Completion was as low or lower than
any other item type for all -but one group (white females matched to
Blacks). Mean RU's for Sentence Completion items for the ten
examinee groups ranged from 75 to 89. The lowest mean RU's of all
mere for the Data Interpretation item format, ranging from 69 to 79
across the ten examinee groups.

The most_plausible interpretation for the higher -RU's for
Antonyms is that the more difficult Antonyms_may involve stem words
likely to be unknowm to many exatinees, leaving them little basis
for answering systematically, whether correctly or Imcorrectly.
Conversely,nearly all Sentence Completion items can be answered
systematically (though not necessarily correctly) by using the
immediate context to eliminate at least one of the less plausible
choices; Thus, RU differences may reflect differences in the
attractiveness of distractors, which the Mn0 index also reflected.

Consistent with the intermediate statusofmean RU's for
Analogies is the status of these items in relation to the bases they
afford for making informed, systematic guesses. Although the
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vocabulary load in Analogies is considered secondary to the testing
of sometimes subtle relationships, the stem words in some Analogies
nevertheless appear to be extremely difficult. The two forces;
vocabulary level and relationship difficulty; should tend to keep the
RU's averaged across Analogies at some middle value between mean
RU's observed for Antonyms and those for Senterce Completion items.
Yet another factor likely to influence RU values for Analogy items
is the presence of apparent differences in the strength_of word
associations between the stem and choice words of each item.
Although word_ associations are -not the appropriate bases for solving
verbal analogies, there is evidence that they are often used,
sometimes to the examinees' advantage (Moore; 1971; Wiilner; 1964);
and sometimes to their disadvantage (Moore; 1971; Pike & Flaugher;
1970). The tendency to answer on the basis of word associations may
be expected to lead to highly systematic error responses, and
therefore to lower the RU's_of analogies. However; there are two
counteracting tendencies:_ 1) many examinee's errors are likely tc
reflect distractor effectiveness from the perspective of the quality
of analogical relationship,_ rather than from word associations, and
2) the subset of Analogies having very difficult stem words would be
expected to have only weak associational effects because these words
are likely to be unfamiliar to many examinees.

As noted above, mean RU's for Data Interpretation items were
markedly lower than for any other item -type. Among the ten examinee
groups, the median_value of the mean RU's for these items was 75;
that for the second-lowest set, "Other Quantitative," was 83, and
those for the remaining four item formats ranged from 85 to 90; Wid
likely reasons for the lower mean RU's for Data Interpretation
are the following: first; the Data Interpretation items require
answering at two levels--the table or graph must first be interpreted
in respect to a particular question, and then the computations or
quantitative reasoning required by the more typical discrete items
must be carried out. If there_ is a tendency for examinees to
eliminate one or more of thechoicesat the first of these levels,
and then to make a final choice based on the second, there would be
a_tendency for a concentration of the error choices among those not
dlithinated at the first level. This would, of course; yield lower
RU values.; Second; there is likely to be a subset of Quantitative
items of toth formats (Data Interpretation and "Other Quantitative")
having only a few possible answers that are_logically plausible.
These item; would then have one or more choices that would attract
only_the very least informed examinees. AS a result, error choices
would be concentrated among three or fewer distractors, which
would lead to low RU's
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The demonstration of these differences in RU for mathematics
items format should not obscure the consistency in the performance
of ethnic groups when ability level is adjusted. That is; the item
format patterns are demonstrated for all groups, Since item format
patterns are predicated upon the_group's_approach to the -item
material, similarity in pattern is an indication of similarity in
approach. The general impression through analysis by P+R; P+A; Mh0;
And RU is that the various ethnic groups are highly similar in
approach, arguing for similarity in treatment in the instruction and
scoring and for an evaluation of the present scoring and instruction
as unbiased.

Findings for Selected

Although generalizations_can be made relating item format
to the indices of guessing behavior, there is considerable variation
among individual items within the format groupings. A more detailed
level of observation is needed to explore possible supplementary
generalizations and clarifications based upon specific items.
These item -level observations must be made within the framework of
an exploratory, analysis which takes advantage of a large body of
data; but which is only indirect evidence_for the inferences regarding
those guessing strategies or tendencies that influenced the examinees'
GRE responses. The results of this enquiry may be very helpful in
designing and carrying out subsequent studies.

For selected individual items; data for each of the guessing-
related indices (percent-pass (P+R and P+A); mean scores of omitting
subgroups (MnO), and relative uncertainty (RU)) were examined. For

most item formats; items were selected for this_level of_observation
only if Low P+R or Reverse Omitting_(indicated by_ Mn0_> 13.5) was
evidenced for the given item by at least one of the six original
examinee groups. The only exceptions were_Sentence Completion and
Reading Comprehension items, for which instances of Low P+R and
Reverse Omitting were rare. For each of these item formats; the six
most difficult items were selected for the more detailed examination,
even if there was no Low P+R or Reverse Omitting for those items.

To facilitate presentation and discussion of the_item-level
guessing dataj those havebeen grouped according to whether the
items are verbal or quantitative, and whether the examinees are male
or female.

Verbal-items, male examinees: P+R. Data regarding the four
guessing-related indices for individual GRE-V items; based on
responses from males in the three original examinee groups (Whites,
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Chicanos; and Blacks); are given in Table 6; In comparing the RR
values in Table 6 across examinee groups, it should be recalled that
mean corrected scores on the 95item GREV for male Whites; Chicanos,
and Blacks were about 49, 34, and 26, respectively; and that the P+R
index as a measure of item difficulty would reflect these mean
differences. That is; the expected pattern of P+R values_for any_
given_ GREV item- across -the three groups would be one of diminishing
P+R when moving from White to Chicano to Black, if the observations
Made for items grouped by format hold for individual items; as well;

There are signals of ethnicgroup differences at the level of
individual items; two of which are not linked to the general ability
effects observed at the test level. First, there may be inversions
in the rank ordering -of item difficulties across_examinee_group.
Second; culture7bound aspects -of some items could result in unexpec
tedly -large differences in difficulty, such that P+R values for
MajbritygrOup examinees -of, -say, 60; might drop well below the
chance range for minority groups. An inspection of P+R values in
Table 6 is reassuring on both points. Of the 28 items; 18 conform
exactly to the P+R pattern of White > Chicano > Black. In the_other
cases; only one of the three relationships is reversed; with the
largest reversal only 05. The underlying similarity -of P+R valdea
across the three groups -is underscored by the fact that in all but
two instances of Low P+R for_minority examinee groups, the P+R
values for Whites were also 25 or lower.

A comparison between the P+R values observed for males in the
original minority examinee groups and the matched groups drawn from
the White male sample may be made by comparing the Chicano and Black
data in Table 6 to those for the respective matched groups; presented
in Table 7. Even at this item by item level of comparison; the
correspondence between P+R values for the original Chicano male
sample and the matched White male samples is very close, further
confirming thatiobserved White versus Chicano differences in P+R can
be readily attributedto differences in total GRE V score; rather
than to factors specifically related to ethnic group membership;
such AS bilingualism: The P+R values across individual items for
the Black group and the White group are also strongly comparable.

Verbal items; male examinees: P+A. Tables 6 and 7 also_refer
to P+A. The P+R and P+A values are conceptually and empirically_
related; in that rhe former is the percentage of_examinees reaching_
an item who answer it correctly; and the latter is the percentage of
examinees answering an_item who did so correctly.For_a given
examinee group; the values for the two indices will usually be
close, bet they may be quite divergent, depending on the number of
examinees omitting the item. To illustrate; compare White male
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Table 6

Selected Guessing - Related Indices for Difficult GRE-V Items,
for White; Chicano, and Black Males

Item
White (N = 2000)

RU
Chicano (N = 195) -Bljtk - 915)

KUP+R -P+A MnO P+R P+A Mn0 RU P+R P+A HnO

Analogies (18 items)

------___
5 36 42 10.4 68 21 23 12.0 81 22 28 12.6 81

6 27 41 12.1 99 19 28 13.0 94 12 16 14.3 97

7 14 37 12.4 94 G7 15 13.0 99 08 15 13.9 99

8 10 15 12.6 97 06 09 14.0 98 08 10 14.4 99

9 12 14 12.6 82 09 II 13.5 94 09 10 14.1 96

32 34 51 11.1 88 23 36 12.3 95 16 26 13.0 98

34 43 47 10.9 68 L6 18 11.6 77 16 19 13.0 85

35 18 41 12.1 96 15 31 12.6 92 09 17 13,7 94

36 08 23 12.7 90 08 19 13.3 99 06 14 13.9 99

37 07 11 11.5 86 10 16 12.4 91 08 13 13.1 88

Antonyms (20 items)

16 36 54 11.7 92 25 43 13.2 98 26 38 13.6 99

17 26 54 12.0 90 24 46 12.6 94 20 35 13.6 96

18 25 53 12.6 98 23 43 13.8 98 17 29 14.0 97

19 09 19 13.1 89 09 15 14.0 93 09 14 14.6 92

44 24 56 12.1 94 15 38 12.6 95 10 24 L.).3 96

45 22 55 12.2 99 14 39 13.0 96 11 28 13.4 98

46 23 57 11.8 92 14 40 12.9 91 11 28 13.2 97

47 15 38 12.4 81 13 32 12.7 87 12 29 13.5 96

Sentence Completion (17 items)

2.) 53 59 10.7 86 40 44 12.1 93 35 40 12.3 96

27 49 55 11.1 87 47 51 12.6 99 29 33 13.0 98

28 39 50 11.1 77 17 23 12.3 81 17 23 13.0 89

5: 46 69 11.1 80 24 45 12.0 77 19 40 12.4 86

54 40 63 11.4 84 22 42 12.3 88 21 46 12.5 93

55 19 34 11.6 57 10 20 12.1 73 07 16 12.7 85

--
Reading Comprehension (40 items)

75 55 57 10.9 74 35 38 10.8 82 29 30 12.0 90

78 37 42 11.0 89 31 35 12.2 89 28 31 12.8 91

86 64 66 10.2 91 41 43 11.2 95 31 34 13.0 98

88 37 38 11.7 93 17 18 11.2 99 22 23 13.4 99

92 42 45 11.0 85 26 26 12.5 88 20 22 13.0 86

95 49 49 ---- 86 28 28 ---- 94 31 31 ---- 99

Note: Low P+ values, defined as P+ 16, are underlined, as are instances of
Reverse Omitting, defined as mean-omit scores (11n0) 13.5.



Table 7

Selected Guessing-Related Indices for Difficult
GRE-V Items, for White Males Matched to Chicano and Black Males

Item

Matched to Chicanos
(N =- 570)

Matched to Blacks
(N

P+R P+A Mt0 RU P+R P+A MnO RV

Analogies (18 items)
-------

5 23 29 12.0 77 20 25 13.2 85
6 15 23 13.8 98 15 21 14.4 92

7 06 16 _3.5 98 05 11 14.0 94

8 07 11 14.0 99 07 09 14.5 99

9 10 13 13.2 89 0-7 08- 13.2 93

32 21 36 12.3 94 21 34 13.8 96
34 24 27 12.5 80 15 17 14.2 87

35 06 17 13.2 97 04 09 14.1 96

36 07 18 13.4 95 C6 13 14.1 98

37 07 13 12.8 82 08 IZ 14- 87

Antonyms (20 items)

-----

16 26 42 12.8 99 20 31 13.3 99
17 15 34 13.2 85 13 24 13.8 86
18 20 40 13.5 99 19 30 14.6 99
19 06 11 14.0 91 07 11 14.1 94

44 13 34 13.1 90 II 26 13.7 84

45 13 40 13.1 97 11 28 13.6 96
46 13 39 13.0 94 17 48 13.5 8

47 12 31 13.2 92 12 24 13.8 95

Sentence Completion (17items)

26 38 45 11.7 93 37 42 12.7 96

27 31 35 12.4 98 27 30 13.6 98

28 21 29 12.6 84 18 24 13.2 89

53 24 45 12.4 84 17 33 12.8 92
54 25 49 12.4 92 15 33 12.6 91
55 08 17 12.7 77 10 24 12.9 77

Reading Comprehension (40 items

75 37 39 12.4 81 32 35 12.9 84

78 25 30 12.6 92 22 26 13.4 90

86 50 52 10.6 96 34 37 11.1 99

88 22 24 12.1 99 18 20 11.6 99

92 26 28 11.4 89 18 20 12.5 91

95 33 33 ---- 95 25 25 98
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responses to GRE-V items 9 and 36, in Table 6. For item 9, the_P+R
and P+A. values were 12 and 14, the slight difference due to a 15

percent omitting rate; for item 36, a much larger omitting rate of
65 percent resulted in a change from a P+R of_08 to_a_134-A of 23.
Because of the differences between P4R and P+A resulting from
omitting) a correspondence betweenP+A and mean GRE -V score like
that between P4.11. and GRE -V score, does not necessarily hold.
Nevertheless; when the P+A values in Table 6 are observed across
examinee groups; item by item, the same basic pattern of values_
(Whites > Chicanos > Blacks) is in fact demonstrated. This indicatea
another level of consistency of behavior for_ which_tean scores,_
regardless of sex or ethnicity, provide the -key. However, it also
Indicates a kind of_logical inconsistency, in that the rate of
omitting is generally comparable across groups despite the differing
amounts of information associated with examinee group.

Cbtitt68ts in P+R and P+A values for individual items may next
be considered, particularly as these contrasts are related to item

format. It was noted earlier that the proportions of Low P+R items
that were also Low P+A items_differed noticeably dependihg on item
format; very difficult (Low P+R) Analogies were more often also
items with worse -than- chance answering_(LowP+A) than was the case

for_Ahtonymp. In examining specific P+R values, rather than distri-
bUtioht Of Low P+-R's, it is evident that part of the phenomenon
relating to Analogies was a result of the typically lower values of
P+R occurring for this kind of item. P+A is usually greater thah
13+11. If an item type has a number of very low P+R items, these are
more likely to show values of P+A < 16. -In- examining the P+R values
across the three male subject groups -in Table 6, for example; there
are nine instances of P+R values -of 08 or less involving Analogies,

but only one for all other item formats combined: For these
nine items;_ of course, omitting rates of at least 50 percent were
reqiiited befotethe Low P+R values were raised beyond the threshold
fOr Low P-PA of 16. Average level of P+R, then is a clear factor in
determining the frequency of Low P+A.

However; a detailed examination -of P+A)differehdea
to Table 6, and a consideration of the omitting underlying these
differences gives clear evidence that there are marked variations
in the amount of guessing (as indicated by non- omitting) associated
tAth_a giVen range of item difficulty, depending on the item-format
involved: These differences to guessing or risk-taking tendency
associated vithitem format; then; also account for the relatively
greater amount of worse-than-chance guessing that was observed for

Analogies than for Antonyms.
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The differences between P+R to_P+Ai_ and the omitting rates
underlying these may be summarized for the four GREV item formats,
based upon Table 6. By far the least_omitting;_and presumably
the most guessing, was exhibited for items in the Reading Comprehen,
sion format. Among the six most difficult Reading Comprehension
items; the omitting rates ranged from four to fourteen percent;
across the three original male examinee groups; remaining low even
for the most difficult item (88); which had minority P+R values of
17 and 22. These low omitting rates were necessarily associated
with very modest P+R to P+A difference, as is evident in Table 6.
Conversely; -the most_omitting; and thus presumably the least guessiAgi
war observed for difficult items in the Antonyms format. Associated
with the 24 betweengroup differences for Antonyms shown in_Table 6,
the omitting rates ranged from 29 to 65 percent, with a median of
54. Thus; typical P+A values for Antonyms were about twice the size
of their P+R counterparts;

For the six most difficult Sentence Completion items, the
picture is mixed. For the first three items;_low omitting rates
ranging from eight to 24 percent were observed, whereasomitting for
the last three items ranged from 33 to 57 percent. Again, P+R to
P+A differences were commensurate with the relative amount of
omitting observed. It was suggested earlier that the Sentence
Completion format; with its immediate contextual clues; would be
expected to encourage guessing and therefore to reduce omitting;
The most likely explanation for the high omitting rates for the last
three Sentence Completion items is that they are also the last items
of a separatelytimed_section of the_GREV, and that the higher
omitting rates are reflecting a speededness component of the test.

Omitting rates among the eight most difficult Analogies also
varied substantially across items. For items 5; 9; and 34; P+R
and P+A differences indicated in Table 6 for the three male groups
were modest; deriving from percentages of omitting ranging from 8 to
26. For items 7, 35, and 36, on the other hand, large differences
are evident; associated with percentages omitting which ranged from
49 to 65. The other two Analogies were intermediate in the P+R
P+A differences and in rate of omitting. The most likely basis for
this wide variation in P+R P+A differences and omitting rates
among the difficult Analogies_is the one cited earlier in a discus
sion of the mean RU's observed for Analogies: the considerable
range of apparent difficulties of words used in the stems of these
items; Even very difficult Analogies are attempted by a large
proportion of the examinees; provided that the vocabulary load
for the items is not too great. For items having very difficult
stem words; however_i examinees seem much lesslikely to venture a
guess, and thus much more likely to omit the item.
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Verbal items_, male examinees: MnO. In this study, when_those__
omitting a given item had a mean GRE-V score at the group's fifty-fifth
percentile, or higher, the phe.lnmenon of Reverse Othitting was
considered to be present. Since mean scores of examinees omitting a
given item were scaled separately for each group, with the overall
group -mean for a given group set at 13.0 and the standard deviation
at 4.0, the MnO scale is then related to the percentile scale as
illustrated by the following (MnO, percentile) pairs: 12.0; 40;
12.5; 45; 13.0; 50; 13.5, 55; and 14.0; 60. Reverse Omitting is

thus defined as Mn0 > 13.5.

Reverse 0Mitting_behaviorat the item level, across the malt
White Chicano, and Black examinee groups, is reflected in Table 6;
There are fifteen instances of Reverse Omitting in this table,
indicated by underlined Mn:) values. The correspondence of occurrences
Of Reverse Omitting to those of Low P+ values is evident. Nine of
the Reverse Omitting instances are associated with P+R values of
10 or less; the highest associated P+R value was 26, just above

chance level. The evaluation of MnO, the basic phenomenon in
Reverse Omitting; is exhibited most frequently in difficult items.

This- correspondence between Low P+ and Reverse °ratting,
however, holds more for minority groups than for Whites. To make
this point, a somewhat relaxed criterion of reverse omitting
may be used, Mn0 -.5- 13.0. Only one of seven instances of Low P+11 for
Whites was accompanied by Mn0 > 13.0; for Chicanos, six of 13
instances were so accompanied, and for Blacks, 14 of 15. This

progression could be due to- chance differences, however unlikely.
They could, alternatively, be due -to- differences in the omitting
strategies of examinees confronted with very difficult test items,
differences characteristic of the different ethnic backgrounds. A
third possibility is that the different ratios of high Mn0 to Low P+
occurrences may be in some way a function of the increasing relative
difficulty for a given item across the three groups, an increase not
apparent in either of the P+ values provided.

There is sufficient complexity in this discussion to warrant a
restatement. The most direct data for success on an individual item
is the P+R column in Table 6. The data show that an item such as
#36 is succeeded on at approximately the same basic rate by each
ethnic group. But the MnO values for the groups are different.
Whites who omit are not more able than the average White. Blacks

and Chicanos who omit are above the average for their group. -These
differences may be attributable to chance, to ethnic group behaviors,
or to some complex process reflecting group differences in ability.
That is, while the groups are equal in "ability" on item 36, they
are -known to differ in ability on the test. Do these test-score
differences account for the Mn0 differences?
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The most direct answer to this question is derived from the
matched sample data. Comparing the MAO data for the Minority
examinees in Table 6 to those for matched-sample examinees in
Table 7, shows that observed Mn0 values; including those in the
Reverse Omitting range; corresponds closely; item by item, for
the original Chicano group and its matched White counterpart.
The Mn0 values observed for the White males matched to the Black
male examinees generally_tended to be moderately higher, item by
item, than those observed for the original Blazk male group, but
the comparability is- strongly established; and in fact the incidence
of Reverse °Mitting increased from seven items, for the Black group,
to 16 items, for its matched White counterpart. The apparent ethnic
difference in omitting is an artifact of differences in group_
ability; While Table 7 establishes that the rising Mn0 values are
linked to ability level, an attempt at our explanation of the
phenomenon is appropriate. In most instances; an item that has
comparable and very difficult values of_P+R f.,r_two given groups
will in some real sense be even more difficult for_a group having
a lower mean score on the overall test. It could be_that_for_a
given set of test,items a greater amount of Reverse °batting for a
lower scoring group is due to this increase in "true" item difficulty;
The following section attempts to demonstrate this.

Consider first some theoretical relationship between ability
and Mn0 level. If for a given group a test item is very easy,
only the lowest scoring examinees in the group would need to
consider omitting the item, and a Mn0 value of, say, 9.0, might
reasonably be expected. For a less able group the need to decide
whether to omit the item might be distributed over more of the
examinees, such that a value of MAO of 12.0 would be expected. Mn0
values for a given test it should increase as a function of
decreasing group score means. They should not; in general, exceed
13.0; but should approach it as a limit when the item is too
difficult for essentially all examinees in a given group. By this
model, P+R and Mn0 are associated; as P-la dropsi Mho rises. But
this model is an items-levelmodel. Suppose in addition that
omitting behavior is governed by test-level constraints.

The total amount of omitting that examinees do appears,
in fact, to be unrelated to their total test scores (Swineford
& Miller, 1953; Slakter, Crehani & Koehler 1975). This would
suggest that a group's tendency to omit may be relatively stable
over same range cf test difficulties limited to no more than,
say, ten percent of the items in a test. The omitting behavior
of the highest-scoring and lowest-scoring fifths of an examinee
group, then, with respect to the_most difficult fraction of the_
items is likely to be somewhat different. On most tests, omitting

3



for the most able group should be concentrated among these most
difficult items. However; many more of the items in the same
test are in the "omittable" range for the examinees in the lowest
fifth of the group. In that case; if examinees in this subgroup
still tend.to limit omitting to about ten percent of_the total
number of items, it is likely that their omitting will be widely
dispersed across a larger group of the items, rather than concen-
trated in the hardest few. The net result would be, for each of the
hardest items, agreater relative omitting rate on such an item on
the part of the higher scoring examinees than would be observed for
the lower scoring ones. This could in turn yield Mh0 values in the
Reverse Omitting range for these items; for the full examinee
group.

In general, then, the apparent differences in- omitting behavior
for the various groups, indicated by the rising values of MnO, is an
artifact of ability level distinctions, confirmed as such by the data
in Table 7 for matched groups and supported by a rationale which
sees low-level examinees omitting fewer items than would be expected
on the basis of the general relationship between item difficulty and
omission.

Verbal items, male examinees: RU. The additional- information
derived at this level of observation for the RU index offers little_
or no interesting patterns. Thus, the RU_data will not be discussed
in- greater detail than was done earlier, in the form of mean RU
values for data averaged across items grouped by format; within
examinee subgroup.

Verbal items, female examinees: P+R. Data regarding the tour
guessing-related indices for individual GRE-V items, based or.
responses from females in the three original White, Chicano, and
Black examinee groups, are given in Table_8. When applying these
indices to the data obtainea from the female examinees, the data and
their interpretations already reported formaleswill be taken as
the point of departure. To the extent that similar observations
hold for the female examinees, we have essentially a replication of
the male examinee findings.

When comparing the P+R values in Table 8 across examinee
groups, it is useful to recall that the mean corrected scores on the
95-item GRE-V for female Whites, Chicanos, and Blacks were about 49,
33, and 24,- respectively. These values depart only slightly from
those for the male examinee groups. Thus, the expected pattern of
P+R values for any given item would be highest for White examinees;
intermediate for Chicanos; and lowest for Blacks, unless there were
item-by-ethnic group interactions such that for some items these
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Table 8

Selected Guessing-Related Indices for Difficult
GRE-V Items, for White, Chicano, and Black Females

Item
Whtte_(M=2_000) __ _ (N = 1715)-

P±R P+A Mn0 RU P+R P+A MtiO RU P+R P+A Ma0 RU

Analogtes (18 items)

:-.^..rY

5 24 30 11.0 70 15 21 10.9 80 15 21 13.1 36
6 44 55 11.4 99 27 35 12.9 97 17 21 13.9 94
7 20 46 12.1 92 11 21 12.5 96 09 17 9913. -7-
8 11 16 12.4 98 1_0 13 12.9 99 06 08- 9914.3
9 13 16 12.8 82 09 1_4 12.0 96 12 14 9714.1

32 32 48 10.9 87 17 29 12.0 98 14 23 13.3 98
34 49 53 11.0 72 26 29 10.7 74 16 18 12.7 87
35 21 47 11.9 92 19 36 11.8 77 aT 15 13.8 93
36 10 24 12.3 85 06 16 12.7 90 07 11 9813.9
37 11 16 11.2 83 07 11 12.2 84 08 l/ 8913.2

Antonyms (20 items)

16 48 61 11.0 91 35 56 12.0 90 28 40 13.3 97
17 25 52 12.1 85 19 36 12.4 95 16 30 13.7 95
18 22 45 12.5 97 25 48 12.5 95 15 26 13.8 97
19 IL 20 13.1 83 12- 20 12.8 92 08 12 1473 92

44 32 63 11.5 95 25 47 12.3 81 12 25 13.3 96
45 19 54 12.2 99 15 39 12.3 98 11 29 13.5 94
46 27 60 11.5 83 18 51 12.3 89 11 27 13.2 97
47 17 41 12.3 84 16- 35 12.5 78 12 26 13.4 97

Sentence Completion (17 items)

26 50 54 10.3 84 28 34 11.4 87 34 38 12.3 98
27 54 59 10.9 85 39 44 9.9 99 30 34 13.3 99
28 42 53 11.5 81 23 33 11.7 87 17 23 13.1 89

53 47 69 11.0 81 28 53 11.7 90 21 38 12.7 88
54 38 60 11.2 82 22 49 12.0 79 22 42 12.8 97
55 18 29 11.3 47 13 33 12.0 70 os 16 12.9 81

Reading Comprehension (40 items)

75 59 61 9.8 74 47 49 8.6 83 27 28 12.8 88

78 38 42 11.1 86 42 46 10.6 85 27 31 12.6 90

86 57 60 11.8 90 40 45 11.3 90 28 30 12.6 99
88 32 34 11.8 96 24 26 12.1 98 17 19 13.3 99

92 48 50 11.8 77 28 29 16.0 82 21 23 12.4 87

95 45 45 84 37 37 94 22 22 ==-- 98

41
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patterns were reversed. As noted earlier; there were only a few
reversals for the males. For the female examinees, there were only
seven reversals among the 84 comparisons, none of them exceeding P+R
differences of 06._ The other possible ethnic-group effect in P+R
values to be considered is thatof an unusual difference in P+R
between the majority-group examinees and either of the minority
groups, with the latter in the Low P+R range of 16 or less. For the
males; as noted earlier; there were no such differences; all instances
of Low P+R for minorities were accompanied by P+R values of 25 or
less for the Whites. Differences were somewhat more pronounced for
the female examinees4 but still not to_a degree suggesting group-item
interactions. For the 17 GRE-V items having a low P+R value for at
least one of the minority female groups, the median P+R for majority-
group fema]es was 20. For 16 of these 17 items, the WhiteP+R was
32 or less; the exception was a P+R value of 49. Even in the
latter two instances, intermediate values on the part of Chicano
females suggested an underlying similarity such that the differences
appeared more likely to be associated with total-score differences
among the three ethnic groups than with categorical differences of
some sort associated with ethnic-group membership per se._ Thus, the
P+R values for female Whites* Chicanos, and Blacks were 44, 27, and
14 for item six, and 49, 26, and 14 for item 34.

A comparison between the P+R values observed for females in the
original minority examinee groups and the matched groups drawn from
the White female sample may be made by comparing the Chicano and
Black data in Table 8 to those for the respective matched groups
presented in Table 9: As was true_for male examinees, the cartes-
pondence at this item-by-item level between P+R values for the
original minority-group examinees and the groups matched on GRE
aptitude scores is generally close, further indicating that observed
differences between the majority and minority-group examinees can be
attributed to total GRE -V score differences more readily than to
factors related to ethnic group differences such as bilingaaIism.

-F4*. P+A values are related
to their P+R counterprrts according to the percentage of examinees
omitting each item. Thus,_the P+R and P+A values for White female
re,,ponses to item 9 are quite close, at 13 and 16, while those for
item -36 are quite difierent, at 10and24,_the contrast being
attributable to an omitting rate of only 18 percent fur item 9; but
of 57 percent for item 36: Because of such differences in omitting;
P+A patterns across examinee groups could well differ from P+R
patterns; particularly if there were differential guessing tendencies
associated with examinee group. When the P+A values are examined_
across examinee groups, however, the same_basic pattern observed for
male P+R values (Whites > Chicanos > Blacks) prevails.
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Table 9

Selected Guessing-Related Indices for Difficult_
GRE-V Itemsi for White Females Matched to Chicano and Black Females

Item

Matched to Chicanos
(N = 390)

F1-12. P+A Mn0 RU

Matched to Blacks
(N = 360)

P+R P+A Mn0 RU

Analogies (18 items)

5 Id 16 12.0 72 10 14 12.4 81
6 27 37 13.0 98 22 28 13,8- 94
7 08 20 12.9 98 07 17 13.4 98
8 06 09 13.2 99 04 05 13.9 99
9 11 13 13.9 95 09 10 14-2 94

32 18 32 12.3 92 11 23 12.5 96
34 32 35 11.6 78 22 24 11.6 77
35 09 25 12.7 90 09 21 12.9 92
36 06 16 12.8 97 06 15 13.4 96
37 07 12 12.4 86 06 IO 12.9 82

Antonyms (20 items)

16 29 40 12.4 90 28 39 13.0 96
17 14 31 13.2 85 1,4 29 13.0 88
18 18 34 13.2 95 14 28 13.8 98
19 06 10 13.7 86 08 13 13.8 90

44 15- 39 12.7 88 1-1 26 12.7 92
45 11 41 13.0 99 09- 30 13.0 94
46 09 29 12.6 92 09 26 12.7 9;
47 11 29 13.1 91 13 32 13.1 88

Sentence Completion (17 items)

26 34 39 12.0 91 27 33 11.5 99
27 41 49 12.4 99 32 37 13.2 99
28 23 31 12.2 86 20 28 12.0 90

53 33 58 11.7 82 19 37 12.2 92
54 21 41 11.9 90 17 33 12.3 87
55 11 23 11.8 61 07 1-4 11.9 75

Reading Comprehension (40 items)

75 41 43 12.6 81 29 31 13.0 85
78 33 36 12.0 89 28 33 12.1 93

86 43 46 12.5 98 37 41 12.7 99
88 21 22 13.2 99 14 15 13.8 99

92 30 32 11.8 85 22 23 12.6 80
95 27 27 ---- 94 15 15 ---- 93



The differences between P+R and P+A; and the omitting rates
underlying these differences may be examined for each of the four
ORSV item formats. Table 8 provides the initial observations for
females; paralleIing_the data -given in Table 6 for males. As was
true for -data in Table 6;_by far the least omitting, and thus
presumably_the most guessing is shown by Reading Comprehension
items: Othitting for the six most difficult Reading Comprehension
items; across the three original female groups. ranged from three to
14 percent Consistent with these low omitting rates are the
consistently modest P+R to P+A differences. Conversely; the most
omitting and thus the least guessing was again observed for Antonyms,
with omitting for the eight Antonyms listed in Table 8 ranging from
22 to 68 percent.

Sentence Completion and Analogies data in Table 8 were also
very_sitilat to those in Table 6. For the first three Sentence
Completion items, omitting rates ranged from seven to 30, in contrast
to the last three items; with omitting rates ranging from 32 to 60

percent. As noted for the male responses;_ the low_omitting rates
are consistent with the observation_that the immediate contextual_
clues provided by the_Sentence Completion format.wouldbe expected
to foster guessing and thus to reduce omitting. The high omitting
for the last three items is again likely to -be a function of their
being -the last three items in a separately timed test section.
Otitting rates for Analogy items 5, 9, and 34 were again relatively
modest, from 14 Co 34; which may be contrasted to those for items 7,
35; and 36; which ranged from 46 to 60. Since the same items tend
Co contrast in omitting rates for females as_for malesi the same
rationale again seems most plausible; thedifficulty of the stem_
words seems to have a direct bearing on_the likelihood that examinees
will omit rather than attempt a difficult Analogy item.

Verbal itemsi female examinees: MnO. The eleven instances of

Reverse Omitting > 13.5) by female examinees are underlined in
the Mn0 columns of Table 8. The correspondence of Reverse Omitting
to low P+R values is agaiu evident;_P+R values associated with
instances of Reverse Omitting ranged from 06 to 16.

To examine the correspondence between Low P+R and Reverse
Omitting differentially for the three female examinee groups, it is
again helpful to use a more relaxed criterion of reverse omitting.
Using a criterion of Mn0 > 13.0, we observe that for Whites, one of
five instances of Low P+R was accompanied by a value of Mu° above
this level, compared to none of 10 for Chicanos, but 15 of 17 for
Blacks. These patterns (1:5, 0:10 and 15:17) across ethnic groups
among female examinees may be compared to that noted earlier for
male examinees, for whom the ratios were 1:7, 6:13, and 14:15 for
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the same sequence of ethnic_groups. Once again, there is an apparent
difference by ethnic group in the correspondence between Low P+R
values and patterns of omitting behavior. As the discussion of the
data for males showed, these differences coull be due either to
differences in omitting strategy of examinees confronted with very
difficult items that are characteristic of the separate ethnic
groups of female examinees; or they could be in some way a function
of relative difficulty of the test as a whole for the three groups,
with constraints on total omitting leading to decreases that are
not apparent in either the P+R or the P+A values provided. _In the
White74hicano comparisons, however, the tendency for Mn0 differences
to follow total score differences is much weaker than expected.
Mean GRE-V scores for White, Chicano, and Black females were 49, 33,
and 24, respectively. Yet, among the 30 White-Chicano comparisons
of MnO values, there were nine reversals; cases where White MnO
index exceeds Chicano values; and an inspection of all 30 pairs of
MnO values indicates a general and inordinate similarity in these
values for the two examinee groups. The reversals are quite uniformly
distributed across the four-item _formats,_ so these do not appear to
be_a factor. _A reexamination of White-Chicano comparisons of_Mn0
values for males shows that while the GRE-V means for three male
groups, 49, 34, and 261_closely approximate_ those for the_female
groups, and the White-Chicano, there are only two reversals, and
differences in Mn0 are consistent, both in direction and magnitude;
with expectations. The White-Chicano results in MnO comparisons for
females, then, are different. While_Mh0 values for_White males_are
very similar to those for White females, and those for Black males
to those for Black females, among the Chicano examinees, females
consistently tended to be one or two points (one-fourth to one-half
standard deviations) lower than males. Given the very similar GRE-V
means for Chicano males and females, this is not likely to be the
cause. The slightly larger standard deviations in GRE-V scores for
the Chicano females than for Chicano males might account for some
of the MnO difference, but probably for very little. A greater
tendency for female Chicanos than males_to omit the more difficult
items would readily explain the MnO differences, but an inspection
of percent - omitting -on each of the items for which_the MnO- reversals
were observed showed very similar omitting rates, item by item, for
the two examinee groups. Experimental data are needed to better
establish and to adequately explain why the MnO values for female
Chicanos were lower than expected.

In comparing the Table 8 and Table 9 Mn0 values, it is evident
that the Mn0 values for the female Chicano_group were not replicated
for the to female group matched in_total_score distribution to
the female Chicano group. The matched sample shows the expected_
increased values of Mt0. Thus, the finding appears to be related to
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a characteristic of the Chicano female group_not explainable_on some
other basis such as total scores on the_GREV. This conclusion is
reinforced when the original andMatthe&-sample data for Chicano
males, provided in Tablea 6 and 7, are included in the comparison;
There are strong similarities; item by item; in Mh0 values among the
three dara-sets; original and matched Chicano male, and matched
Chicano female; Only the original Chicano female_ Mh0_ values fail to

fit the pattern. As noted earlier* they tend_to_be about one-fourth
to one-half standard deviation lower than would be expected. In

fact, summarizing MnO data across all 10 subject groups, the original
Chidand female data are the only ones not fitting a well-defined and
explained pattern; The cluster made up of White male and White
fetaleMh0 values are strongly consistent; as are the data within
the original and matched Black male groups and original and matched

Black female groups. Further, there is a systematic between-Cluster
consistency, in that the between-cluster differences in_Mn0 values
are consistent with an explanation deriving from the different GRE.=V
score means associated with the three clusters (the third being the

Chicano-related ones exclusive of the original Chicano_female
group). _In summary, then, the MnO data forthe GRE-V takes the fora
of a highly consistent data base for nine groups; with the exceptional
group, Chicano female, needing further study;

Verbal items; female examinees: RU. As with the male sample,

the findings at the level of the individual items add nothing to the

earlier discussion of item format resulta;

Quantitative items-f-tuale-eicatiniagt-: T+R; Data for the four
guessing-related indite§ for individual GRE -Q items; based on the

responses of White, Chitano; and Black males; are given in Table 10.

Comparisons of the P+R values in Table 10 across the three_
examinee groups should consider that mean corrected scores -on the
55-item GRE -Q for male Whites, Chicanosi_and Blacks were about_33.
31, and 14, respectively. (Standard deviations were about 100_
The expected Pattern of P+R values for any given GRE-Q item would be

one of diminishing P+R when moving front White to Chicano to Black.
'This should generally hold; if between-group differences in item
diffitulty_are essentially attributable to the general ability
reflected in the total GRE-Q score. As noted_above, however;
between-item differences in P+R_related to ethnic group differences
may be such that the rank-ordering Of item diffitUlties varies from

one ethnic group to another. Second,_cUlture-boundattributes of
some items could ;I:Uaillt in unusual differences in item difficulty
such that a high P+R value for the majority group may drop into the
chance range for one or both minority groupsi
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Table 10

Selected Guessing-Related Indices for Difficult
GRE-Q Items; for White; Chicano, and Blatk Males

Item
White (N 200-0-) Chicano (N = 195) Black (N = 915)
_P I P+R P+A Mn0 RU P+R P+A Mn0 RU

Data Interpretation (14 items)

7 41 41 8.5 03 18 18 --- 18 17 17 14.8 09
10 41 42 10.4 64 17 17 11.8 72 19 20 13.0 59

19 28 31 10.8 81 14 17 12.0 88 10 11 12.8 87
20 21 22 8.8 66 10 10 10.4 72 16 18 11.4 82
21 60 75 10.9 47 35 46 11.8 71 28 40 13.2 68
32
33

44

34
56

47
10.7
11.6

83
94

20
17

28

25
12.1
12.7

83

92
13
1-1

20
17

8

13.

12.3 89
87

34 66 85 10.8 83 60 84 11.6 89
39 58 13.0 91

Algebra (10 items)

27 65 67 9.8 74 44 46 10.0 80 34 36 12.8 87
39 58 63 10.7 68 28 32 11.3 84 22 25 12.2 85
41 73 86 10.9 87 46 58 13.3 84 40 46 13.7 71
53 41 56 12.6 98 09 13 14.6 94 17 22 14.5 99
55 14 14 ---- 72 01 01 ---- 84 06 06 90

Geometry (14 items)

42 83 92 9.7 95 63 74 12.2 88 51 62 12.5 92
46 63 73 11.4 82 46 54 11.7 80 41 49 12.8 90
48 48 53 11.6 39 29 33 12.5 49 26 31 12.4 55
52 49 78 11.9 95 30 51 12.3 91 23 40 12.9 97
54 44 49 12.2 94 26 31 14.5 98 14 Ib 14.1 92

Arithmetic (12 items)

45 49 63 11.4 82 28 41 12.7 94 26 34 13;5 95
49 46 49 11.2 47 29 31 1,5-;- 54 33 36 12;1 79

Note: FiVe items were classified "miscellaneousi" bringing the total number of
quantitative items to 55.
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When the P+R values in Table 10 are compared for,the consistency
of P+R differences between groups, the result is much the same as
for the GRE-V data. Only five of the 60 between-group comparisons
for the 20 items examined showed differences in the direction not
expected; the largest of these P+R differences was 12. On the
question of discontinuities in item difficulty associated with
majority or minority ethnic status, the GRE-Q data depart from those
for the GRE-V. It will be recalled that for male examinees, all but
two inatances_of Lcw P+R for minorityexamineegroupson ORE -V items
were ACCOmpanied by P+R values for Whites of 25 or lower. On the
GRE-Q; however; five of seven items with Low P+R for_one or both
minority examinee groups were associated with P+R's for White males
ranging from 48 to 44. These_differences are related to test score
for most of these items for the values of P+R are Chicano males
about midway between -those forWhites and Blacks. What retains
clearly evident is that there_is a_much steeper gradient in P+R
across_exatinee groups on difficult Quantitative items than is true
of difficult Verbal items.

A comparison between the P+R values observed for minority male
examinee groups and matching groups drawn from the full White male
sample may be made by comparing the Chicano and Black data in Table
10 to those for the respective matched groups in Table 11. In
making the comparisons, it should be noted that the mean scores for
the two matched groups are -each about three -raw score points lower
than those for the original minority group samples. This should
mean an average drop betweenP+k andP+A of about 06; when going
from a given minority group to its matched White counterpart. With
that adjustment; P+R values for the White males matched to Chicanos
are very close to the expected values for most of the items.
The exceptions are generally within 10 of the expected P+R; upon
examination of the particular items involved, there are no common
characteristics that might suggest an explanation.

-Quart F*A. The P+$ values will
be identical to P+R if there was no omitting; but will be quite
divergent_ if there was a high percentage of omitting. To illustrate;
compare White male responses to GRE-Q Geometry items 48 and_52;_in
Table 10. For item 48, P+R and P+A are 48 and 53; the_Small differ
ence due to an omitting rate of 10 percent;_ for item 52,__a larger
omitting rate of 37 percent resulted in a change from a P+R of 49 to
a P+A of 78. Because of the differences between P+R and P +A that
can occur through omitting, the correspondence between P+R and
examinee groups mean GRE-Q does not necessarily imply a similar

48
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correspondence between P+A values and the GRE-Q means. However,
when the P+A values in Table 10 are observed across examinee groups,
the same general pattern of values (Whites > Chicanos > Blacks) is
observed for P+A as for P+R values and for GRE-Q means. Further;
the three between-group comparisons in which P+A differences did not
fit the general pattern were for the same GRE-Q items in which P+R
differences were reversed. Thus, the pattern of item difficulties
in the form of P+R values which closely reflected GRE-Q mean score
differences is closely paralleled_by the pattern of P+A values, a
finding of significance because the latter are influenced directly
by any systematic guessing tendencies.

Differences between P+R and P+A for the GRE-Q items may be
associated with item format; as was true for GRE-V items. Summariz-
ing over the three original and two matched male examinee groups for
Data interpretation items; there were_13 instances of -Low P+R items,
7 of which were also Low P+A The relative numbers of Low P+R and
Low P+A items was about the same for Other QUantitative items. Of

9 Low P+R items, eight were also Low P+A. The consistency of Low
P+R and Low P+A comparisons for both kinds of GRE-Q items was
due both to very low P+R values (the median was only 12); and to
generally low omitting rates despite the high level of difficulty of
the items (the median percent of examinees in each group omitting
these items was about 20).

QuantitarIve items, male examinees: MnO. The next index of
guessing behavior in the responses of male exaMineestothe GRE -Q is
that of Reverse Othitting, indicated by group mean- omitting (MO)
values of 13.5 or greater. There are eight such instances of
Reverse Omitting indicated in Table 10 by underI!med Mn0 values. A
correspondence of occurrences of Reverse Omitting and of Low P+R
values was found with GRE-V items for both males and females but was
not as strongly evident in male responses to the GRE-Q. The maximum
P+R Reverse Omittings on GRE -V items by males -was 26, and most P-Ft
values were less than 10; all eleven Reverse knits on the part of
females were associated with P+R values of 16 or less. In contrast,
for the eight Reverse Othitting instances in Table 10, associated P+R
values were 09; 14, 1717, 2626, 29, and 40. Four of these six
values are inordinately high by the Verbal results.

The relation between Reverse Omitting and item difficulty may
be quantified by considering the proportion of Low P+12'.' for which
Reverse Omitting occurs. To provide a more stable number_of instances
of Reverse Omitting to work with, the criterion may be relaxed, as
in earlier sections of this report, to MnO > 13.0. Between-group
differences were noted in the Reverse °Mit to Low P+R ratio for
GRE=V item, with observed ratios for White, Chicano, and Black malee
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Of 1/7, 6/13; and 14/15, and in thesameorder; for females of 1/5;
0/10, and 15117. A similar, but less pronounced pattern occurred for
the same groups of male on the GRE-Q; 0/1; 1/4; and 5/7. As in
earlier parts of this report; these differences are attributed to
the increasing relative difficulty of any given item across_the
three groups that may not be apparent in the P+R values. The__

rationale for this attrition was given in the discussion_of
data from_male examinees, where it was also noted that thatexplana-
tion would have an increased credibility if there were a general
tendency, across a wide tangeOfMh0 values, for MnO to increase as
examinee group mean scores decrease.

The MnO values in Table 10 were in_the expected directioni_ _

White > Chicant N Black; for 56_of the 60 comparisons. This relation-
ship supports the explanation that between -group differences in Mh0
are attributable to_a general effect in which lower- scoring examinees
are more likely to find items difficult but to exhibit higher MaO's
betadae their omitting is inhibited; As suggested in the discussion
for Male responses to the GRE-V; it cannot; in itself; rule out the
counter-explanation that the observed differences in Reverse Omitting
are in some way associated with systematic differences in omitting
behavior related to ethnic group (such as differences in risk-taking,
for example). The_MhO_data provided in Table 11, however, for White
males matched to the Chitatt and Black male groups;providea
test o_ alternatiVeS. Ifthedifferences in Reverse Omitting
are primarily a function of ethnic group membership; there should be
a very low rate of Reverse Omitting for the matched samples drawn_
from the White group. On the other hand; if the effect is that_Of
low-scoring groups encountering a large enough proportion of difficult
items to yield a Reverse Omitting_effect, then the incidence of
Reverse_Omitting should correspond to differences in the GRE-Q means
Of the five male groups involved.

In Comparing the Mn0 data in tables 10 and II; the explanation
of Reverse Omitting in terms of numbers of difficult items is _

the one supported. The GRE-Q mean scores were; in descending order

of magnitude: Whites; 33; Chicano-matched Whites; 24; Chicancia; 21,
Black-matched Whites; 17; and Blacks_i 14. With groups listed in the
same order; the difficult=item hypothesis would predict Reverse
Omitting frequencies going from low to high. Those observed were:

0; -1; 30 20 and S. TO have more instances for comparison, the more
relaxz.d criterion of Mh0 > 13;0 may again be used. Then; the

frequendieS of reverse omitting were Oi 2; 4; 5; and 7; again
consistent with the low-to-high hypothesis.

Quantitative items, female-examinees: 14.R. Guessing related
data for individual GRE=0 items, based on the responses of White;



Table 11

Selected Guessing-Related Indices for Difficult GRE-Q Items,
for White Males Matched to Chicano and Black Males

Item

Matched to Chicanos
(N = 570)

Matched to Blacks
(N = 350)

P+R PE=A Mn0 RU P+R P+A Mn0 RU

Data Interpretation (14 items

7 23 23 --- 07 13 13 --- 13
10 24 25 10.2 61 20 21 8.3 66

19 14 16 10.9 84 10 12 11.3 86
20 12 13 10.2 73 07 08 10.0 80
21 35 51 11.8 63 27 40 12.0 73

32 23 32 12.0 83 14 20 12.9 87
33 18 27 12.6 88 14 19 13.0 86
34 55 76 12.0 88 46 63 12.2 92

Algebra (10 items)

27 46 48 10.9 78 34 35 9.8 78

39 35 38 11.7 76 24 29 11.6 88
41 54 65 12.9 81 38 45 13.3 73
53 24 34 13.7 98 15 19 14.2 95
55 06 06 ---- 86 04 04 ---- 96

Geometry (14 items)

42 73 84 11.4 95 59 71 11.5 98
46 48 55 12.1 88 38 44 13.1 96
48 35 39 12.0 46 25 28 12.8 54

52 34 56 13.0 93 27 45 13.2 92
54 27 30 13.3 94 15 16 14.9 94

Arithmetic (12 items)

45 37 50 12.4 91 21 29 13.0 90
49 32 35 12.3 56 23 25 12.7 72



Chicano* and Bladk female examinees are given in Table 12. Compari-
SdnaOf the P+R values across the three examinee groups may be made;
keeping in mind the mean corrected scores on the GRE-Q for female
Whites; Chicanos; and Blacks of about 26, 18, and 14, (standard
deviations about nine). The expected pattern of P+R_ValUeS for
individual items is the same as that observed for GRE=Q_Meana if
between-group differences in item difficulty are primarily Attribut
able to the general ability reflected in the GRE-Q scores;

An examination of P+R_valuesin Table 12 indicates only five
between -group diffetendet in P+R_inthe reverse direction of the
GRE-Q mean scores; out of sixty suchcomparisons; Most of the
reversals occurred in comparisons between Chicano and Black IN-It
values; and in all but one instance; both values being compared were
at or below the chance level of 20. In the chance regiOn; of
course; reversals can readily occur; since some items give_ meaningful
P+R scores of fiVe or even leas;_but 20 is the expected value if a
grOup ikanSWering in_a purely chance manner; The steep gradient
across_the three ethnic groups noted earlier for male responses to
GRE -Q items was not evident for the female examinees; primarily
because White females showed consistently lower P+R values than
their male counterparts;

The P+R values for minority female groups shown in Table12thAy
be compared to those for White female groups selected to match them,
given -in -Table 13. The comparison is facilitated_by the fact that
the GRE-Q_scores for the White matching groups are nearly the same
as_those for the minority groups._ Item by item; the match in P+R
values between the Chicano and the Chicano-matched White group was
very close for all but one item and there the difference was only
eight points; The comparisons between original and matched Black
female groups were nearly as close; there were modest differences
for three of the 20 items* of eight or nine points.

QUantitaitems;_female examinees: P+A; While there were
substantial differences between items in percent omitting; allowed
for sizeable differences between 7.-+R and P+A patterns for some items
the percent of examinees omitting a given item varied little from
Late group to another. For example; on item 10, the values of P+R
and P+A for the Whitei Chicano and Black- examinee groups Were 24 and
24, 17 and 18; and 14 and 15, respectively4 with an omitting rate of

percent for each group; on item 52, the values were 36 and 72*
27 and 56* and 15 and 29,_with_omitting rates of 50; 52; and 49
percents; respectively. As a result of this tendency for similar
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Table 12

Selected Guessing-Related Indices for Difficult
GRE-Q Items; for White; Chicano; and Black Females

Item
Whtte = 200-0) - -Chicano 130) 81dOk (14 17153

P+R P+A MnO RU -N140 --RU- -P4R--P+A Mt0 RU

Data Interpretation (14 items)

7 28 78 8.0 06 13 13 --- 11 11 12- 11.6 13
10 24 24 12.8 60 17 18 12.2 62 IA 15 13.3 41
19 19 21 11.7 77 08 10 10.2 86 10 12 12.9 88
20 13 14 9.8 67 12 13 10.6 65 15 t 18 11.8 85
21 42 63 12.0 45 28 41 12.7 59 25 37 13.4 72

32 18 30 11.8 79 0/ 12 12.0 74 06 11 13.5 89
33 13 23 12.6 92 09 14 12.8 91 07 12 13.6 90
34 44 72 12.4 83 34 60 12.6 88 27 44 13.7 92

Algebra (10 items)

27 54 57 11.4 77 38 40 12.7 79 25 27 12.5 85
39 38 41 12.0 66 19 21 11.4 81 13 15 12.5 80
41 61 79 12.0 84 48 59 13-6 87 30 35 15.0 69
53 16 26 13.7 97 10 12 13.-8 90 11 14 14.9 98
55 05 05 ---- 76 04 04 ---- 82 04 04 ---- 92

Geometry (14 items)

42 72 85 10.9 96 59 71 13.0 92 39 50 13.0 95
46 40 54 12.6 88 37 47 13-6 76 31 39 13.6 96
48 31 37 12.9 46 21 26 12.8 49 21 25 13.0 69
52 36 72 12.3 97 27 56 12.6 70 15 29 13.2 94
54 24 28 13.2 94 17 19 16.0 93 07 -0-8 14,0 91

Arithmetic (12 items)

45 28 45 12.6 93 19 31 13.4 94 1-6 23 14.2 98
49 31 36 12.2 53 24 27 13.9 72 29 33 13.5 87
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Table 13

Selected_ Guessing-Related Indices for Difficult GRE-Q Items;
air White Females Matched to Chicano and Black Females

Item

Matched to Chicanos
(N = 390)

Matched to Blacks
(N = 360)

Mn0 RU P-4-A Mn0 RU

Data Interpretation (14 items)

7 18 18 11.3 06 10 10- 13.3 13
10 14 14 15.6 52 II 11 13.4 66

19 13. 14- 11.7 75 06- 08 12.9 86
20 08 09 10.6 78 06 01 11.9 80
21 29 50 12.8 72 21 34 13.4 73

32 09 16 12.5 82 08 16 13.0 87
33 10 18 13.0 86 11 18 13.4 86
34 35 61 12.8 86 36 58 13.8 92

Algebra (10 items

27 35 37 12.9 78 26 27 13.7 78
39 24 28 11.9 66 14 17 12.5 88
41 46 56 13.3 78 39 47 14.4 73
53 .12 17 14.9 97 11 13 15.4 95
55 03 03 ---- 87 01 01 .......... 96

Geometry (14 items

42 57 72 11.3 91 43 55 13.0 98
46 29 38 13.4 85 30 37 14.3 96
48 25 28 12.9 48 20 23 14.2 54
52 30 59 12.5 93 16 41 12.8 92
54 16 19 13-5- 89 14 1-3- 13.1 94

Arithmetic (12 items

45 21 35 13.1 98 17 25 13.6 90
49 25 28 13.1 72 21 23 14.2 72
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within -item omitting rates across examinee groups; the pattern of
P+R values was closely approximated by that of the P+A values._
Thus; the correspondence between the GRE-Q score pattern and the P+A
pattern was similar to that between the score pattern and P+R
values. As was true for male examinee data; shifts from P+R to P+A
among GRE-Q items did not appear to be related to the item format
distinction between Data Interpretation and Other Quantitative
items.

leexaminees: MnO. There are 15
instances of Reverse Omitting indicated in Table 12 by underlined
MnO values for Mho > 13.5. Among these; eight were associated with
Low P+R's ranging from eight to -i7;- another five with P++ 's ranging
from 19 to 31; and two with P+R's of 37_ and 48. Thecorrespondente
of occurrences of Reverse Othitting to those of Low P+RValueS
resembled similar data for GRE-Q male responses, and like the
latter; the correspondence was not nearly as close as was true for
both male and female responses to the GRE -V.

UAing as the criterion of reversed omitting the value Mn0 >
13;0; the observed proportions of Low P+R items that were also
reverse omits were 1/4 for Whites; 1/7 for Chicanos; and 7/12 for

Blatks; A clearly higher proportion of Low P+R's associated with
Revers? Omitting is characteristic of Blacksifor both males and
females; for both GRE-V and GRE-Q_ items. Such a difference may be
attributable to some aspect of ethnicity, or it may be an artifact
of the fact that the Black examinees had lower overall scores; and
were therefore encountering a larger proportion of difficult items;
The Mh0 data in Table 13, for White females matched to Chicano and
Bladk females, provide a test of these alternatives. If the differ-

ences in ReVet8eOtittingare primarily a function of ethnicity;
then there should be a very low rate of Reverse Omitting for the two
matched samples; in keeping with the low rate for the original White
sample; since the matched groups of examinees were -drawn from the
same set of White GRE examinees. On the othet hand, if the effect
is primarily that of low7scoring examinees encountering a large
enough proportion of_difficult items to yield a Reverse Omitting
effect; then the incidence of Reverse Omitting should correspond to
the GRE-=Q means of the five female groups involved.

In comparing the MnO data in Table 12 and 13; the hypothesis
relating Reverse Omitting to group mean scores is- supported:
The GRE-Q mean scores were; in_descending order of magnitude:
Whites; 26; Chicanos; 18; and Chicano-matched Whites 18; Blacks; 14;

and Black-matched Whites, 13. These means would predict Reverse__
Omitting frequencies going from low to high. Those observed were:

2; 6; 7; 120 and 13, the order predicted.



Summary of Phase-I

Phase I derived three statistical indicators whidh could be

useful in identifying differences in guessing behavior for ethnic

and sex subgroups. The first indicator was an inordinately low

level of success on the item, in the_sense of proportion passing.

This indicator was actually defined in two ways: P+R and P+A,

depending on_the_bdae N for the proportions (these reaching_Va._

those responding): An arbitrary level, P+. < 16 was used to identify

items with inordinately low levels. These percentages were "indtdihat

or "dysfunctional" in --the sense that the group could do better, on

theaverage; through unconsidered, random responding. Thus; the

indicator identifies items for_whidh "guessing" is not successful

for the group. The second indicator was a mean total test score for

Omits higher than the average score for the group. This mean for

the Omit group was_labelled MAO, and an arbitrary level MAO > 13.5

was used to identify items whichshowedthephenomenon. The logic

of the indicateit is that more able people may be anticipated to do

better, through gUeating;than less able people,_because they -can

eliminate more options= When the value of NAO_rises, however, more
able people are not guessing as frequently as less able people. For

some analyses the criterion was relaxed to MAO > 13.0.

The third indidator was RU; the Pike and Flaugher modification

of the Shannon_infortatiOh index. This indicator reflects evenness

or rectangularity of distribution. It has been_used in prior Work as

a general measure of randomness and hence of blind guessing:

A detailed inspection of these indices computed separately for

six groups in an ethnic X sex analysis, for eadhitem in the GRE and

for the subsets of items, revealed only one find!mg of a potential

difference between groups. This was thatflr Chicano females who
omit; the average total score is lower than that of the matched

group. In all other cases, no group differences were found.

The results of Phase I, then, clearly support the view that

the standard instructions for the GRE are received in similar

ways by the various ethnic groups, that the scoring formulas

are equally appropriate foi these groups, and that there are no

differences in guessing behavior independent of differences in

average level. of ability.

The indicatora applied in Phase I; however, are at beat very

general tests of implicit guessing_behaviors. Each derives its

relevance for group comparison from a logical relationship of

"sensitivity to guessing:" P+R and P+A may indicate poor guesses;

Mn0 they indicate poor omissions; and RU may indicate differences in



random-like behavior. These general tests lead to inferenceS- of
similar process but there is a need to test the it-detente itself:
Phase II Was an attempt to assess- consistency of item reactions
across the groups using analytical subcomponents of solution
processes.

PHASE II STUDY

In Phase II, four informal and explanatory studies Of item
process were undertaken. The general spirit of the inquiry was an
attempt to evaluate certain item-response strategies in terms of
their potential for finding process differences among the groups.
While the results-of Phase indicated general consistency of
solution process with respect to the frequency_of_guessing and the
strategies used; Phase II sought a deeper level of analysis.
Accordingly, four special measures, based on item components, -were
developed. Candidate reports with respect to these four special
measures were studied for consistency with the results of Phase I
and for other inferences. These measure are described in the
following sections.

Measures

The four kinds of supplementar/ data were each associated
with a given item format. Thus, the Word Associations measure
was administered to check on working hypotheses of how Analogies
are ansvered, the Contextual Clues measure to see how well examinees
might use immediate context to help answer Sentence Completion
items; the measure of self-assessed Recognition Vocabulary as a
source of information about answering Antonymsi_(and, secondarily,
Analogies and Sentence Completionitems);_and finally, a Quantitative
Measure, focused primarily on mathematical terwirology_and symbols
and on basic computational skills that are assumed to be known by
GRE-Aptitude examinees.

Word associations measure. This measure was designed to
Obtain word association data related to analogy items, in order to
investigate the possibility that word associations could have a
major influence on analogy_answeringi particularly on the part of
low- scoring examinees._ Using the Relative Uncertainty procedure,
Pike and Flaugher found that inner7city_Blacks_had_a large random-
like component in their responses tootherverbal_iteM formats in
the PSATi but responded ouch more systematically to analogy items,
at the same time scoring comparatively worse; An inspection of
Black male responses in the 1974 GRE d-ta suggests a similar situation;
Oh 9 of the 17 Analogy items, the grout selected the correct answer
at laSS than_the chance level of 20 percent; the median for the 9
items was Only 8 percent pass. Something systematic would appear to

5 7
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be putting these candidates at a serious disadvantage in the way
they tend to answer analogies.

The directions for solving GRE analogies may be deceptively
simple for many examinees. They read as follows:

In each Of the following questions, a related
pair of words or phrases is followed by five
lettered pairs of words or phrases; Select the
lettered pair which best expresses a relation-
ship similar to that expressed in the original
pair.

It would appear that examinees often respond as though the last
sentence_read: "Select the lettered pair that is most related to
the original pair." This may lead, especially in instances where
the relationship between stem words is not immediately evident; to
answering on the basis of constrained word associations.

The problem of possible word-association effects in analogy
scores is compounded by the possibility_that these_differ systemati-
cally by ethnic group membership. Campbell and Belcher (1975)
compared free word associations of students at predominantly White
and predominantly Black colleges, using stimulus words such as those
appearing in the GRE. Some systematic differences were found, most
of which seemed attributable to misreadings. For Chicanos the
differences could be even more pronounced, because of bilingual
effects.

Virtually any pair of words Will fit into individual networks
of word-association patternsinvaried and complex ways. For the
question at hand, free associatiuu2 are not very productiv-, since
only occasionally might a given word from a particular analogy item
yield two or three free word associations which are among the other
words used in the item. Even then; the relative strength of the
free associations would not necessarily -be -the same as those operat-
ing within the contextual constraints of the analogy in question.
For these reasons, constrained word associations were evoked, as
follows. Consider the folloWing analogy:

Song : Repertoire ::

(A) score : melody
(B) instrument : artist

(C) solo : chorus
(D) benedictiOn : _church
(E) suit : wardrobe
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Assuming that_the most important constrained word associations
inappropriately influencing_ guessing behavior on such an item will
be thoseamong the left-hand terms and those among the right-hand
terms, the item can be split into its left- and right-hand components.
This serves the added purpose of keeping the word association
responses from being contaminated by subjects inadvertently using
the relationships between words of a given pair. Thus, for the
above item; there were two items in the Word Association Measure
shown in Appendix A. These are:

A; SONG

Least
Related

Most
Related

1. score 1 2 3 4 5

2. instrument 1 2 3 4 -5

3. solo 4 4 3- 4
4. benediction 4 4 3- 4
5; Snit 1 2 3 4 5

REPERTOIRE Least Most
Relatcd Related

46. melody 1 2 3 4 5

47. artist ± 2 1 4

48. chorus 4 3 4
49. church 4 3 4

50. wardrobe 2 3 4 5

Note that in the actual measure; the two sets of terms are separated
by several intervening sets, to further insure thct only the "verti-
cal" associations are used.

Contextual clues. A potential component of partial information
(PI) for all sentence completion items is that of short range
contextual constraint. This can serve the examinee well if the
short range context provides sufficient PI and if he or she uses the
PI ..0 eliminate implausible choices; but reserves judgment about
making a final choice based on the alternative that best fits the
immediate context. The latter precaution holds, because the answer
that seems most plausible when only short range context is considered
does not necessarily provide the best fit to the entire sentence.
In order to test the stability and adequacy of examinees' use -of
short range contextj the supplementary measure included questions
calling -for the rank ordering of choices when only limited context
is provided. These questions are shown in Appendix A.
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-Recognition vocabUlarY. Vocabulary plays a particularly
central role; of course,_in answering antonyms. Omitting versus
responding in the case of very difficult stem words is of interest;
because in such instances most low- scoring examinees will have no
rational basis for eliminating any of the alternatives. Examinees'
answering behavior when very difficult words are used as distractors
is also of interest. Because antonyms tend to be items of the "one
clearly correct answer" type; a candidate who recognizes one of the
alternatives as the opposite to the stem word can select that choice
with confidence; even if one or more of the other alternatives is
unknown to him.

Vocabulary limitations also pose a problem in guessing strategy
on some of the more difficult analogy items. If a stem word is only
vaguely known to some examinees, such as the word "repe :"oire" in
the analogy example earlier, then those examinees would probably be
well advised to omit the item,_ having no real basis_foranswering.
Encountering analogy items with one_or both words of_a distractor
that are unknown_poses another problem, related to the tendency for
analogies to be "best-answer," rather than "one right answer," in
nature.

In order to examine the responses of the different subgroups of
examinees to vocabularly material such as those described above
with antonyms and analogies, selected words from such items in the
1974 GRE were included in the Recognition Vocabulary as part of the
supplemenary measure.

-QuantItafive-measure. In the GRE-Q, a knowledge of certain
mathematical terminology, symbols, and basic computational skills is
assumed. These include "average;" "successive integers," knowing
the number of degrees in a right angle and in a circle; recognizing
the symbols for representing inequalities, knowing how to solve
simple inequalities, and so on. Where such information is assumed,
but is not in fact known to_some examinees _incorrect answers
presumably attributable to faulty quantitative reasoning may well be
due in part to these specific gaps in quantitative information.
From_the standpoint of guessing strategies, it is evident that
examinees lacking such information have little rational basis for
making informed guesses when confronted with items requiring
the basic information in order for the intended quantitative reasoning
to_be carried out. These considerations motivated the development
and inclusion of the Quantitative Measure, shown in Appendix A.

Bankground-information. In addition to the special measures;
four items of background information were requested: sex, educational
status, major field of study; and years since last attending high
school. Ethnic group membership was already available because each
of the four subject groups was homogeneous in that respect.

6
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Methods

Instruments. The supplementary data were obtained through the
use_of two instruments. The first, the Control Test of Academic
Ability (Peterson, 1965), is a 12-minute multiple-choice test of
verbal and quantitative ability; designed for providing group
indices of ability when more extensive data, such as SAT or GRE
scores, are not readily available. The second, designed for the
present study; consisted of five parts: "Background--Information,"
"Word Association Measure," "Using Contextual Clues," "Recognition
Vocabulary," and "Quantitative Measure." A copy of this_ instrument
is attached, as Appendix A. Its contents are described in the
previous section.

Sdbjects. The supplementary data were obtained from four ad hoc
groups of paid volunteer college students: 94 Blacks at a major
Southeastern Black college; 92 Chicanos, 12 at a state university
and 80 at a community college in the Southwest; and 38 Blacks and 98
Whites at a state university in the Midwest. The percentages of
males in the four groups were approximately 45, 55,_30, and 40,
respectively. Means for Whites, Chicanos, and Blacks on -the 30 -item
Control Test of Academic Ability (CTAA) were approximately 19, 13,
and_14, with standard deviations of about 4. These values compare
to State University, State College, and Junior College means of
about 20, 18, and 15, and standard deviations again of about 4, as
reported by Peterson (1965). It should be noted that the small
sample sizes, differences in grade level and in percentage of males
and femalec; and so on, make it quite inappropriate to consider the
results as representive of the several- ethnic and geographic group-
ings in any overall_ way._ Ratheri_the data should be readfor_the
purpose intended--that of describing the groups individually in
order to better interpret the supplementary data regarding word
associations, the ability to make use of contextual clues, and so
on.

Data collection. At each of the four locations, data were
collected in two sessions, with experimental subjects about equally
divided between the two This was done to keep the group_ sizes at a
level that would allow careful monitoring of_the_data gathering
sessions. About 75 minutes were needed to administer the two
instruments. Each_administration was personally conducted by the
author with the help of collaborators at the respective institutions;

Wrord-Associations

In studying the possible influence of word associations on_the
answering of verbal analogies, it must first be shown whether there
are sufficient differences in the associative strengths among the

choices in a given analogy for examinees to be subject to a systematic
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associative influence on their answering_behnrior. Secondly, the
differences among analogy choices in their relative attractiveness
On a purely analogical basis must be determined, to provide a
differentiation between these two bases (associative and analogical)
for responding. That is, the ratings of associative strength can be
used to establish differences in relative associative attractiveness
among thechoices within_items. If the preence of such intra-item
theratteristics is established the responses of selected examinee
groups to the analogy items may_be_examinedto determine whether_
these responses reflect susceptibility to thepotentialassociative
influence inherent in each item; However; the role of analogical
attractiveness confounds the assessment of associative strength as a
determirer of response.

In the rresent study, this confounding could not be fully
analyzed. To explore the relationship- between item properties and
item difficulty, measures of each of the two potential answer
tendencies were used.

Constrained word associations Relative constrained word
association values for selected analogy items are provided in Table 14.
They are derived from responses of the four groups of students
who completed the Word Association Measure shown in Appendix A. As
noted earlier, each of the word-association "items" was made up of
either the left- of the right-hand set of words from-one of the_
analogy items! In the table, the word clusters in the_"items" have__
been regrouped, so that words from the same stem pair (e.g., CISTERN
and WATER) are adjacent, and are in the order to be used in subse-
quent tables.

For each subject group, the average of the five word association
means involving a given cluster of stimulus words is necessarily
3.0. The potential range of mean values within a set Of five is_
from a_ low_of 1.0 to a_high of 5.0. The observed range varies with
both the cluster of stimulus words and the student group. For
example; means of White students' associative rankings involving
CISTERN ranged from 2.07 for "official" to 3.76 for "vault;" Cnicano
rankings of the same five word pairs ranged from 2.43 for "shower"
to 3.63 for "museum." Word association means involving the stem
WATER were more sharply differentiated within student group; and
more highly consistent between groups. The weakest association -to
WATER was "antiques," with a mean of 1.26 for Whites and of 1.36 -for
Chicanos;_the strongest association was to "cloud," with means of
4.66 and 4.58, respectively.

An inspection of all of the sets of constrained work association
means suggests a clear-cut differentiation in associative strength
within each seti particularly when the stem word is a familiar one,
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Table 14

Mona:, of Constrained Word AssociaLion Values, by Student Croup

Stimulus
Ad hoc student group

OveralWhite Chicano SE Black NW Black
words (N=98)- (N'92) (N=94) (N=38 meat

K. CISTERN
51 shower 3.19 2.43 2.60 2.55 '1.73
52. official 2.07 2.67 2.49 2:91 2.4b
53. science 2.78 3.16 3.01 3.39 3.03
54. museum 3.18 3.63 3.39 3.21 3.37
55. vault 3.76 3.10 3.52 2.91 3:40

C WATER
11. cloud 4.66 4.58 4.62 4.62
12. power 3.82 3.70 3.54 3.57 3.67
13. matter 3.33 3.07 3.30 3.41 3.26
14. antiques 1.26 1.36 1.46 1.46 1.37
15. valuables 1.94 2.27 2.09 1.95 2.08

A. SONG
1. score 3.28 3.03 2.69 3.11 3.0.2
2. instrument 3:73 4.07 3.79 3.83 3.36
3; solo 4:40 4.04 4.70 4.56 4.40
4. beo!::,liction 2;29 2;34 2.50 2:19 2.35
5. suit 1.31 1.43 1.32 1.39 1.36

J. REPERTOIRE
46. melody 3.46 3.40 3.43 2.97 3.38
47. artist 3.29 3.35 3.00 2.97 3.13
48, chorus 3.38 3.55 3.64 3:77 3.33
49. church 2.11' 2.44 2.43 2.66 2./6
50. wardrobe 2.75 2.26 2.49 2.63

N. ANACHRONISM
66. atheism 2:39 2.86 2.81 2.77 1.09
67. fallacy 3.53 3.32 3.43 3:16
63. propaganda 3.72 3.41 3:57 3.30 3.54
69. artifact 2.38 2.62 7.67 2.93 2.60
70. criterion 2.97 2.79 2.45 2.81 2.73

E. HISTORIAN
21; skeptic 1.33 1.92 1.89 2.03 1.90
72. logician 3.09 2:95 2.79 3.22 1.98
23, politician 2.88 2.69 2:76 2.86 2.79
24. archaeologist 4,47 4.34 4:64 4.45
25. statistician 1.73 3.09 2.92 2.70 7.38

(continued)
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Table 14-continued

Ad ho-c----Stud-ent-group

Stimulus
words

White
(N98)

Chicano
--(N92)--

SE Black
(-N=9-4)-

M11 Black

(N=a8)

Overall
-mean

.P. INVIDIOUS
76; xxxxx 2;77 2.72 2.52 2;33 2;63
77. xxxxx 2.90 2.97 2.82 2;87 2.89 .

73. xxxxx .;.96 3.03 3.14 2.93 3.03
79. xxxxx 2.94 2.91 2.92 2.67 2.89
80. xxxxx 3.43 3.37 3;55 4.17 3.54

M. ODIUM
61. xxxxx 1.77 2.49 2.49 2.25 1.13

69. xxxx:e 3.67 3.29 3.17 2.97 3.33
63. xxxxx 3.51 3.18 3.23 3.50 3.33

64. xxxxx 3.09 3.06 3.06 3.25 3.09
65. xxxxx 2.95 2.98 2.98 3.03 2.98

O. DIFFIDENT
71. xxxxx 2.31 '.35 3.05 3.00 2.76

72. xxxxx 2.74 2.74 2.79 3.00 '.79
73. xxxxx 3.31 3.32 3.36 3.07 3.30
74. xxxxx 4.02 3.88 3.62 3.57 3.81
75. xxlrxx 2.62 2.22 2.19 2.34 2.45

G. CONFIDENCE
31. xxxxx 2.63 2.96 2.43 2.63 2.69
32. xxxxx 1.90 1.89 1.95 1.91 1.91
33. xxxxx 3.74 3.76 3.82- 3.76 3.77
34. xxxxx 3.04 9.69 9.94 2.71 2.87
35. xxxxx 3.68- 3.73 3.81 4.03' 3.77

3. SKUNK
6. camel 1.37 1.77 1.52 1.44 . 1.54
7. porcupine 4.40 4.21 4.22 4.31 4.28
8. lion 2.49 2.67 2,66 2.39 2.53

9. at 3.96 3.47 3.88 3.61 3.76
10. hound 2.77 2.88 2.71 3.25 2.84

H. SCENT
36. !lump 1.87 1.36 2.09 2.33 1.95
37. quill 2.3-Zi. 2.71 2.73 2.68 2.77
38. inane 3.26 3.19 3.29 3.32 3.26
39: whisker ; 3;82' 3.58 .3.83 3.92 3.77
40. ear 3;22 3;65 2;99 3;05 3.26

(continued)
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Table 14--contir.ued

Stimulus
words

Ad hoc student group

Overall
mean

White
_(,N.98)

Chicano
-

SE Black MW Black

F. OBSESSION
6. amotion 4.40 4.43 4.31 4.50 4.39

27. author 1.55 1.58 1.71 1.74 1.63
23. experimentation 2.17 2.41 2.72 2.42 2.43
29. thought 3.57 3.75 3.68 3.92 3.69
30; vigil 3.32 2.84 2.59 2.42 2.86

D. IDEA
16. thought 4.79 4.66 4.33 4.66 4.75
17. play 1.33 1.52 1.37 1.51 1.42
13. theory 3.63 3.97 3.68 3.60 3.74
19. dream 3.31 2.84 3.30 3.23 3.16
20. attention 1.95 2.01 1.83 2.11 1.95

I. SUPPLICATE
41. xxxxx 2.58 2.45 2.53 2.77 2.55
42. xxxxx 3.56 3.79 3.73 3.31 3.65
43. xxxxx 3.29 3.49 3.59 3.51 3.46
44. xxxxx 2.66 2.70 2.29 2.57 2.55
45. xxxxx 2.91 2.54 2.86 2.83 2.78

L. HUMBLE
56. xxxxx 4.75 4.55 4.70 4.59 4.66
57. xxxxx 2.52 2.76 2.56 2.59 2.61
53. xxxxx 3.23 2.67 2.90 3.27 7.98
59. xxxxx 2.39 2.64 2.53 2.73 2.54
60. xxxxx 2.12 2.38 2.33 1.82 2.22

Note: In order to maintain the security of test items still in usei the
words accompanying stimulus words P, Mi Oi G, I, and L have been
deleted.
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such_as WATER, SONG, or_HISTORIAN. cleatly, the_groups perceive
distinctions to the task, and report differentiation in association.

There is a general consistency in the ranking of word associa-
tion means for each cluster of words across the four student groups.
This consistency is apparently strongest in instances where_the stem
word_appears to be well-known; Yet the cluster of associations
involving a rare word like CISTERN;_oft the other hand; differences
in relative associative strength interact with student group. The

word "vault," for example; has the highest association values with
CISTERN for White and ISE Black students; but middle-ley 1 ones for
Chicanos and MW Blacks. Similarly; "official" tends to be seen as
Yeast associated by Whites and SE Blacks; but to_have a middlelevel
of relationship to CISTERN for the other two student groups. With
that exception; weaker correspondence in word association rankings
across student groups for difficult stem words appears to be a
secondary effett, resulting from a compression in the range of word
association means across the five sets in a cluster. Representa-
tive of this effect are the means involving the stem word ANACHRONISM.
For each of the four student groups; the five words related to
ANACHRONISM fall into_essentially two--levels: associative means for
"atheism-" "artifacti"_and "criterion" are conSistently lower (2;38
to 2.97)1 with little Jifferentiation among them, and thosefor
"fallacy" and "propaganda" consistently higher (3.16 to 3.72).

In general, then; the findings of the word association measure
indicate a marked comparability among the groups. While some
differences exist; the approach of the groups to this specialized_
task calling for dealing with item components; in_the main highly
similar. The implication would be that the appiication of associa-
tion in response would be similar for the groups.

Because all -16 stem words used in the a')oveanalyses were
included in the Recognition Vocabulary measure; information from
the latter was used to see whether the differences in the differen-
tion among mean association values within student group for each
cluster; and the consistency across student groups; arerelated_ to
the recognition level of the stem words. Five of the 16 words -had
low recognition values for all four student groups._In_the order of
their appearance on Table_14_i__these are: CISTERN; ANACHRONISM,
INVIDIOUS, ODIUM;_and DIFFIDENT; A sixth word, REPERTOIRE; was
marginally unfamiliar to Chicanos and Southeast Blacks kII Cher

stem words were _well-AnoWn to all four groups of students; In

general, recognition level is related to association values.

Table 15 reports the correlations -of association across
groups. These data provide evidence -of Censiderable comparability
in constrained word associations; sufficient to warrant averaging

6
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Table 15

Correlations between Student Groups' Mean
Constrained Word Associations, for Items

Grouped by Recognizability of the Stem Wore

Ad hoc subject group

Ad hoc

subject
g r0 4 . 1 N White Chicano SE Black t-IW Black

White 98 96 97 96

Chicano 92 73 -- 96 95

SE Black 94 76 91 97

MW Black 38 55 76 76 --

Note: Correlations above the diagonal are for the 55 word-associations
involving the II high-recognition stem words; those below the
diagonal are for the 25 associations involving the 5 low - recognition
stem words.
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across groups to get overall mean values for the word associations.
At the same time, these data provide strong confirmation of the
relationship between recognizability of the stem word and between-
group consistency in constrained work associations. Between-group
correlations for word associations involving the 11 familiar stem
words were all .95 or higher. Of those for associations involving
the five relatively unfamiliar stem words, the lowest was .55;
between Whites and Midwest Blacks, and the highest was .91, between
Chicanos and Southeast Blacks. The other correlations involving the
unfamiliar stem words were in the .70's.

The overall means provided in Table 14 can be examined for
evidence bearing on the relationship between stem-word familiarity
and the degree of differentiation between weakest and strongest
constrained word associations. The maximum possible range between
association means within a cluster is 4.0 (one word rated 5.0,
another rated_1.0).__Por the_stem-word CISTERN, the range_in overall
means was 3.40 - 2.46, or 0.94. Ranges for the other difficult
stem words, ANACHRONISM, INVIDIOUS, ODIUM, and DIFFIDENT, were 0.94,
0.91, and 1.36, respectively. Ranges for two of the other stem
words were of similar magnitude (1.19 for REPERTOIRE and 1.10 for
SUPPLICATE); but those for the remaining stem words were substan-
tially higher, thetnelves ranging from 1.82 for SCENT; to 3.25 for
WATER, and 3.33 for IDEA. It is clear, then, that there was a
strong tendency for lower-recognition stem words to yield less
differentiation in word association strength than did the higher-
recognition stem words.

Distratter_tharacteristios, Indices of associational strength
and analogical strength characteristics arepresentedin Table 16.
These are 1) average constrained word associations ratings and
2) judged analogical strength, Each value of the AssociationaI
Rating in Table 16 is the simple average of the values for the
respective item components. Thus the associative rating for
Choice A of_Iteml in Table 16 is the average of the associative
rating for CISTERN - shower (2.73) and that for WATER - cloud
(4.62); i.e., 3.67. (The separate associative ratings are_given in
the "OV6rall mean" coluzin-of the Table 14 data.) This method of
combining associative ratings seems appropriately sensitive to the
degree of differentiation in associative strength among the five
choices presented with each of the stem words. Thus, the associative
ratings involving WATER, which had a range of 3.25, will contribute
relatively more to differences in the combined associative ratings
than will the ratings involving CISTERN, which had a range of only
0;94;

The range of these average associative ratings across the
choices for each analogy item is given in the parenthetic entry





Table 16

Choice Attraction Indices Derived from Supplementary Data, and Response

Percentages for Data-Tape Groups for Saett-ed Analogy Items

Res)onse choice

1 r 1.

Response percentages

Suppl. Judged for Data-Tatial

Atisoc. analog. Males Females

rltin ratin Wh Ch Bl Wh Ch Bl

1. CISTERN : RATER

Omit

A shower cloud 3.67 1.25

B official : power 3.07 3.00

C science : matter 3.14 1.75 (No response data for this item.)

D museum : antiques 2.37 4.00

*E vault : valuables 2.74 5.00

(Choice iiLerentiation) (1.3) (3.8)

2, SONG : REPERTOIRE

Omit

A score : melody

B instrument artist

C solo : choms

0 benediction : churi:)

*E suit : wardrobe

(Choice differentiation)

3,2U 1.25

3.52 2,25

4.00 3.00

2.36 3.50

1.94 5.00

(2,1) (3,8)

mm m ...., o .41

(No response data for this item.)

(continued) 76
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Response choice

Omit

A athei§t ShOtie

*B fallaty : lOgiCian.

C proptgatida 001ititiah

artifact : archaeologist

E criterion : statistician

(choice differentiation)

(Item associative response tendency)

Omit

*A xxxxx xxxxx

8 xxxxx xxxxx

C xxxxx ; xxxxx

D xxxxx xxxxx

E xxxxx : xxxxx

(choice differentiation)

(Item associative response tendency)

Choice_attraction index Response percentages

Suppl,SS' Judged for Data-Tape groups

Females

Bi Wh
Ch

BI

assoc. analog. Males

Ch

3. ANACHRONISM : HISTORIAN

16 20

2.30 1.25 2 3

3.19 5.00 47 30

3.16 3.25 6 11

3.51 3.50 25 26

2,62 2.00 5 11

(1,2) (3.8)

(3.2) (3.6)

4, INVIDIOUS : OVUM

6 52

2.4 5.00 14 7

3.11 10 12

3.18 3.25 6 12

2.99 350 5 8

3.26 2 09 4 9

(0.8) (3.3)

Omit

A xxxxx xxxxx

*8 xxxxx xxxxx

C xxxxx xxxxx

p xxxxx xxxxx

E xxxxx xxxxx

(date differentiatibU)

(Item associative response tendency)

71

(3;8) (4.1)

5, DIFFIDENT : CONFIDENCE

36 35

2,72 3.00 10 11

2:35 5.00 1C( 4
3.54 3.50 12

3.34 2.50 18 20

3.06 1.00 17 16

(1.2) (4,0)

(4.2) (4.3)

17 13

4 2

21 a
22 9

2? 22

8 5

(3.7) (3.2)

18 17

4 6

24- -1--a

15 25

29 27

11 6

(3.1) (3.8)

,-.,m.nr.....
49 58 50 46

7 20 11 7

14 10 15 9

10 5 10 18

7 3 6 10

13 4 9 9

(4.2) (3;7) (4,1) (4.0)

20 29 25 23

17 12 18 15

la U lo 4
16 11 14

21 20 15 17

17 16 18 19

(4.3) (4.2) (4.2) (4.4)

(continued)
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Table 16 - continued

-Response choice

ChoiCe_attractiOn index Response percegages

Suppl.Ss' Judged _LL.1241;51'.
assoc. analog. Malta halts

rat 1H

6. SKUNK : SCENT

Omit

A camel : hump 1,74 3.50

*B porcupine : quill 3.52 5.00

C lion : mane 2,92 2.25

D cat : whisker 3.76 2.00

Ii7Ad : ear 3.05 2.25

(choice differentiatien) 2.0) (3.0)

'!:tem associative response tendency

3

_5

.P2

Tr

1

9

(2.8)

7. OBSESSION : IDEA

Omit

A emotion: tuL.* 4.57 3,25

B author : 1,52 1,25

C experimectation : theory 3,08 2.50

_D thought : dream 3.43 3,25

*E vigil ! ;vehtion 2.41 4.75

(choice differentiation) (3.1) (3:Ji

(Item association response tendency)

8

31

1

12

5

43

(3.5)

Ch Bi

4 5

9 17

68 59

7 4

3 3

10 12

(3.0) (3.0)

13 14

40 27

3 4

15 23

12 13

16 19

(4.3) (4.1)

Wb Ch BI

_2 5 95

5 10 21

84 65 51

O 4 3

1 2 5

8 15 12

(2.8) (3.0) (3.1)

7 11 13

24 35 31

0 1 3

15 18 21

5 10 18

49 26 14

(3.3) (4,0) (4,2)

8. SUPPLICATE : HUME

.../.....wmmaawmW..........Ar.......

Omit 38 36 39 31 36 40

A xxxr: : xxxxx 3.60 2.50 26 CO 28 24 22 22

B xxxxx : xxxxx 3.13 3.25 24 20 14 23 94 12 pi A

*C xxxxx : xxxxx 3,22 4.75 7 10 5 11 , 9 11

D xxxxx :xxxxx 2.55 1,25 5 5 4A 4 3 8

E xxxxx : xxxxx 2.50 3.25 6 10 10 7 8 8

(choice differentiation) (1.1) (3.5)

(Item association response tendency) (4,1) (4.0) (4,2) (4,1) (4.1) (4.1)
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called choice differentiation. The theoretical maximum differentia-
tion is again 4.0. But the possible maximum is necessarily limited
tc the average of the differentiations for the two component associa-
tive ratingsi and the possible maximum is achieved only when the
independent "halves" of the association task agree. Thus, for item
7, OBSESSION : IDEA, the Choice A words were each_highest in associa-
tive_ attraction, and the Choice B words were each lowest. The
resulting choice differentiation of 3.1 wasthe largest one observed
aMeing_the eight items. Item 1, CISTERN : WATER, provides a counter
example; There the choice differentiation of 1;25 for associations
to WATER; averaged with a choice differentiation of 0.94 for associa-
tion to CISTERN, implies a theoretical maximum choice difference of
2.1 for the combined associative rating. _However, the high combined
associative rating observed for Choice A (3.67) is derived from a
high value- -for WATER-cloud of 4.62 but_a low value for CISTERN-official
of only_2.73._ Similarly, the low combined associative rating
observed for Choice D is derived from a very low association to
WATER combined with a moderately high one to CISTERN, for an average
of 2.37. The resulting choice differentiation is associative rating
for Item I was just 1.3, substantially lower than the possible
2I

The choice differentiations for Associative Ratings -are suffi=
ciently_large to demonstrate a potential for a large word association
factor in examinees'responsesto analogy items. Since the MAlf.:MUM
theoretical choice differentiation is 4.0, the observed minimum,
median, and maximum values for the eight analogies of 0.80; 1;25;
and 3.10 may also be considered as 20, 21, and 77 percent, respec-
tively, of that maximum.

For the present study, a priori ratings of analogical valueS
among the choices for each item were developed_as a supplement to
the associative indicator. Useful a priori ratings Of analogical
values among item choices could by no means be assumed. Two criteria
would have to be met: (1) there would have to be good inter-judge
agreement on sucn ratings, and (2) there would have to be sufficient
differences in analogical value or goodness across the five choices
for each item to give a reasonably high discrimination level among
the choices.

Four judges--the author_and three other_persons familiar
with writing and editing_analogy_items7-provided the ratings,
using the instructions shown in Appendix B. Here, of course,
items were presented in their entirety; rather than splitting
each one into its left-hand and right-hand components; as had
to be done for obtaining word association values.

The first criterion for_the usefulness of the Judged AnalOgiCal
Ratings, that of good inter-judge agreement, was well met; The

70
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average correlation between_ individual judges was r = .70; the
Spearman-Brown reliabilityindex_for judgments averaged over the
four judges was r = .90. AS indicated by the Judged Analogical
Rating column in Table 16; the second criterion; that of adequate
discrimination in anaIcy.,:ical ratings across the five choices for
each item, was also well met. Just as for the Student:' Associative
Ratings; the theoretical maximum differentiation between highest and
lowest ratings was 4.0. For the Judges' Analogical Ratingsi_the
median Choice Differentiation value was 3.8, or 95 percent of the
theoretical. maximum.

The judged analogical ratings among the five choices for
each item provide a measure of choice attraction based on inherent
logical reasonableness. For examinees properly understanding
and following the analogies directions, these ratings should reflect
the attractiveness of_the several choices on an analogical__
basis. Those fully able to solve a given_analogy_item would of

course, select the correct response, which would have the highest
analogical value. Those next to the highest in the ability to solve
the same analogy would presumably be selecting between the best two
choices,_unableto definitely identify the correct choice becau2e of
the subtleties in relationships, or vocabulary limitations; etc.,
but able to eliminate the weaker choices-1-e.; the choices with low
analogical values.

The data in Table 16 also include, for six items, actual item
analyses data for Whites, Chicanos and Blacks separately by sex.
These data were derived from the sample of Deceml-er 1974 test
candidates. A fundamental question in the application of indices
such as the ratings of associational and analogical strength is
their actual relationship to candidate behavior. In attempting_an
assessment of this relationship, the first decision was to eliminate
the key and to consider the properties of the wrong answers only.
The second decision combined the_sexes_by averaging the percentages
reported in Table 16. Then the_four_distractors for each of the six
items were systematically ranked on_five criteria: associational
ratings, analogical ratinqs,_and relative "popularity" for Whites;
Chicanos and Blacks, respectively. Values of Kendall's Tau were
computed as measures of association between ranks. Table 17
presents these values.

This table shows that Items 3 and 7, the middle difficul'v
items, have the strongest relationship on both indices, while item 4
is thc, most poorly- predicted item. In general; the two indices tend
to show_rough similarity of_ values, so that either might explain the
popularity rankings of the item data. It is plausible to interpret
the fii.ings as supportive of modest associational strength for each
index. The best test of overall significance for these data
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Table 17

Relationship of Distractor Association Strength and Distractor
Analogical Strength to Proportion Selecting this Distractor

Association-Strength

Item

Ad hoc-salalact_group

WhLte Chicano Black

3 +1.00 +1.00 +1.00

4 -0.18 .00 + .33

5 .00 .00 + .91

6 .00 - .33 .=-. .33

7 + .66 + .66 + .66

8 + .33 + .33 + .66

Analogical Strength

Ad hoc-subject oup

Item Chicano Black

3 +1.00 +1.00 +1.00

4 -0.55 -0.66 -0.33

5 -0.66 -0.66 =0.55

6 -0.18 +0.55 +0.55

7 +0.55 +0.55 +0.55

8 +0.55 +0.55 +0.18

All entries are values of Kendall's Tau; 11 of 18 entries
are po,Ative non-zero; a pattern significant at the .05
level (p=.036);

7/
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seemed to be the exact probability computation of the number of
positive nonzero values they contain. For rankings of four things,
a positive nonzero value of Tau is achievable by chance with_a
probability of 375 Thus, the ll_of 18 positive nonzero values
for each indicator yield an overall finding of significance at Ebout
the .05 level.

The roughness of these processes is indicated in the linking
of- ratings by small ad- -40-C samples to item analyses findings in
quite different groups, and this roughness implies a severe test for
the assessment of relationship. This should be borne in mind in
assessing the modest results reported; further work with item
component strategies seems indicated by these results.

CrinteXtualCues

The Contextual Clues measure consisted essentially of truncated
sentence completion items. The truncation consisted of the deletion
of material before and/or after the stimulus blank in the stem.
This d..iletion shortened the range of verbal stimuli which could be
used to generate an answer. The task; then; offers information on a
response component calling for an inferential process Which -is -mot
logically different in kind from the fullitem process which the
item -type demands. _Put anoLher way this says that the fundamental
cognitive task required by the contextual clue items is very similar
to the task that the untruncated items demand. There is less basis
for asserting that there is a correct answer; one logically compelled
by the references in the stem and the general canons of language
usage; but the task is basically the same: select -the response
which; in your judgment; best restores the intended meaning;

Table 18 presents the mean ratings for the various responses
for the various groups. The clesr,:st patterns concern the "key,"
the answer which is most attractive. For two items; B and E; the
groups tend to indicate the presence of a basically unequivocal
"key;" and to agree among themselves on what it is. The average
rating strength for these "keys" across the groups differs very
little. In B, the means vary_from4.01 to 4.36; in Ei from 4.29
4.45. Item E offers most- plausible distracter; in_nuMbeT 24, __

"obsequious;" the range of its values across groups is quite small:
2;92 to 3.22.

Item D almost reacl,c, this level of intergroup agreement.
Only the deviation by the MW Bieck group on "manifest" (#20) _

breaks the pattern. Whereas the other three groups fourld "manifest"
a clear second choice; MW Blacks made it their "key."
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Table 18

Means of Contextual-Clue Response Ratings, by Subject Group

Ad hoc sub'ect group

Overall
mean

White
(N=98)

Chicano
(N=92)

SE Black
QN=94)

MW Black
(N=38)

..growth is not a
rocess for all people...

uniform 4.28 3.19 3.72 3.49 3.71

healthy 2.12 2.31 2.46 2.62 2.33

unique 2.55 2.65 2.40 2.43 2.52

simple 3.36 3.68 3.38 3.59 3.48

. progressive 2.66 3.17 3.01 2.86 2.93

..problems that are difficult
oday may become tomorrow.

. insoluble 2.97 2.94 2.39 2.6? 2.76

. manageable 4.27 4.01 4.18 4.36 4.18

. dissipated 2.59 2.46 2.53 2.44 2.52

prominent 2.56 2.81 2.84 2.83 2.75

. vital 2.61 2.78 3.01 2.69 2.78

..pervasive feature of human
ntellect is its capacity...

. finite 2.49 2.60 2.45 2.76 2.54

. inadequate 1.92 2.17 1.90 1.97 1.99

. remarkable 3;93 3.78 3.96 3.73 1.87

boundless 3.94 3.80 3.91 3.81 .3.88

. limited 2.72 2.64 2.83 2.75 2.73

..geese no territorial
ehavior.

. identify 3.16 3.09 3.01 3.62 3.15

. merit 2.25 2.25 2.J7 2.47 2.25

. divulge 2.80 2.60 2.59 2.83 2.69
. accept 2.95 2.89 2.98 2.69 2.80
, manifest 3.84 4.16 4.23 3.43 4.00

,.he was famous for his
and irresponsible

thavior...

bizarre 4;45 4;36 4;29 4.40 4.37

penurious 2.45 2;79 2;69 2.40 2,61
cavalier 2.33 2.40 2.24 2.23 2.31
obsequious 2.92 3.08 3.02 3.23 3.03
licentious 2.85 2.34 2.74 2.74 2.66

79
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Items A and C showed split-"key" responses. On Item C this
was found for all groups, and in a similar manner. Neither #13
nor #14 were distinguishable in this_context. Item_A showed
Whites preferring #1, "uniform" to #4, "simple," and clearly.
Only the SE Blacks mirrored this split, and then inamoremuted
manner. On Item A; also; the minority groups seemed to rate
"progressive" as more plausible than the White group did.

The homogeneity of Elese results across groups is interesting.
There are kmown differences in levels of success on verbal material
for the various groups. Soit differences could be interpreted as
Lased upon solution-process problems, problems which would be
exacerbated by a short range_ task of the type here_posed._ That is,
the basic inferential task which the_sentence completion items and
the_contextual_clues pose is one of deducing a proper flt, of
combining knowledge of the world and knowledge of language to reach
aproopt. replacement from among the alternatives. Knowing that
ethnic groups differ in the item task; one would anticipate their
differing in the short-range task. Yet, in general, there do not
seem to be differences which might explain item-success differences.
Only Item A offers such a pattern among these items.

Recognition Vocabulary

The established differences in the success of the ethnic and
racial groups on verbal material is plausibly due to a variety of
factors: imbalances in the quantity or quality of exposure to
language, or interferences in thought and learning due to association
systems derived from competing language systems such as Spansh or
Black English. The exploration of such complex hypotheses was
clearly beyond this study, though obviously relevant to the interpre-
tatiOn of AS a basic effort to develop information broadly
usefv1 in analytic study of the item-types; the subjects were
asked to supply self-ratings of word recognition.

These word-recognition values have been discussed earlier
in the context of the analogy items. As stated there, some of the
words were derived from the test content -of- the analogies; and they
are_useful in interpreting the results_of that_"itemdeconvositiOn"
study. The word recognition values had potential relevance also for
the antonym items, which consist simply of single-word stimuli, as
the stems Of items, and primarily single words as distracters.
While the sentence completion items offer more basis for deriving
meaning through inferencl from context; recognition differences were
plausibly a potential source of explanation for this item type, as
well.
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There were 69 words in the recognition task. The selection
principle was test-centered, in the sense that the specific form of
the GRE which figured in the data-tape analysis of Phase I was
reviewed for possible words to use; Words were selected from any of
the three item types: antonyms; analogies; and sentence completions.
Further, words derived from either stem or responses to items.

The rating_scale ranged from very unfamiliar -(1) to very
familiar (7), with a midpoint of 4.0. In the analysis, attention
was focused on words which were relatively unfamiliar, which was
arbitrarily defined as any word with a mean of less than 5.00 for a
particular group.

Seventeen of the 69 -words were judged relatively unfamiliar by
this criterion for all of the four groups. These and 11 others were
judged_ relatively unfamiliar by at least one of the groups. Table 19
presents the means for these 28 words. These values obviously
reflect both differences in the subjectively imposed interpretation
of the rating scale and actual familiarity with the words. The
Chicano group tends to give the lowest rating for the 28 words; the
MW Black group the highest; although this group is not very different
from the White.

Table 20- appraises the consistency -of ratings for the four
groups, for the 69 words in the total list and for_the 28 words in
the "relatively unfamiliar list. For the total list, the carrels-
tic:us are very high. The distributions are markedly skew, however,
Et-, that the coefficients could be more reflecting agreement as to
W-v.:h specific words are unfamiliar than agreement on the level of
...afamiliarity for these words. This latter aspect is better reflected
in the below - diagonal correlations, based on_the 28 "unfamiliar"
words. The high average level of these coefficients indicates that
ou the whole the groups did reflect similar relative judgments.
Wiiile SE Blacks and the C1iicano group seem most different, their
coition of .82 is still substantial. "Estrange," "conciliate"
and "odium" constitute words which are judged relatively easier by
Chicanos vis-a-vis SE Blacks; while "antecedent," "ecclesiastical,"
"hyperboles" and "proliferation" are judged relatively easier by SE
Slacks vis-a-vis Chicanos. No clear rationale for these specific
findings emerges._ Nor are there any obvious potential content-based
interpretations of other intergroup differences for specific words.
"Plenum" and "hiatuses" are the most unfamiliaI words of all.

These high intergroup correlations have some bearing on the
!7ources of known group differences in item successes. The more
genera} kinds of information reflected in the recognition levels do
not show knowledge of words; which test items require, but they do
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Table 19

Mean Recognition level of selected
vocabulary i ems. by subject group

Vocabulary
Item

Ad hoc subject group

White
(W=98)

Chicano
(192)-

SE Black
-(N-94)

MW Black
01'38)

3; acridness 3.49 2.69 2.87 3.34

5. anachronism 4.00 3.15 3.65 4.47

8. antecedent 5.66 4.48 5.62 5.81

10. cistern 4.83 2.51 3.01 3.45

12. conciliate 4.41 4.73 4.68 5.50
15. corrOborate 5.16 4.52 5;14 5.84

17. diffident 4.15 3;87 4.32 4;87

22; ecclesiastical 4;61 3.16 4.45 4.24

23. estrange 5.17 4.85 4.43 5.86

24. exigencies 2.59 2;54 2.54 3.41

25. expedience 3.30 4;42 5.17 5.58
28. heinous 2.96 2.79 2.99 3.19

29. hiatuses 2.12 1.90 2.37 2.53

31. hominid 3.05 2.61 3.12 3.66

33; hyperboles 5.74 3.16 4.67 4.78

36. incommodities 4.78 4.89 5.23 5.58

40; invidious 3.12 3.23 3.48 4.16

44. odium 3.01 2.87 2.63 3.26
46. paucity 2.77 2.25 2.92 3.26
47. placate 4.04 2.99 3.54 3.86

48. plenum 2.21 1.87 2.00 2.81
50. progenitorship 3.19 2.37 2.70 3.19
51. prOliferation 5.20 3.52 4.68 4.37

52. promulgate 3.27 ,1 -A 3.36 3.2E

54. repertoire 6.16 5.11 6.05

58. secular 6.23 4.08- 5;79 6.05

64. surfeit 3.19 2.65 3.12 3.19
66; tenacity 5.07 4.69 4.83 5.08

Note: Recognition levels_ard Self-ratings of word recognition, on a
7 point scale ranging from 1 (words with which you are
completely unfamiliar) to 7 (words with which you are very familiar,
and have no doubt regarding their meaning).

Words for which the mean rating was 5.00 or greater for all four
groups are not included in this list.
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Table 20

Correlations between Subject Groups' Mean
Recognition Levels for Selected Vocabulary Items

Ad
subject
group

Ad hoc subjec_t_group
white Chicano SE Black MW Black

White 98 94 97 96

Chicano 92 97 -- 97 97

SE BIACk 94 95 82 -- 98

MW Black 38 95 91 91

gote: Correlations above the diagonal are for the full set of 69

items. Those below the diagonal are for the subset of

28 Vocabulary Recognition items receiving an average

recognition rating below 5.00 from at least one of the

four subject groups.
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indicate experience with the wOrds. Within the limits of the study,
they lend support to the notion that in a very broad. sense; the
exposure to- language for_these groups has rough equivalences.-_
Translated into practical consequences for testdevelopers, this
means that there islittleevidence of a specialized subvocabulary
of words which are intrinsically biased against some one group or
the other. If there are domains of vocabulary which are inappropriate
for testing for various groups; they are not revealed in this
limited analysis.

Quantitative Measure

The fundamental hypothesis underlying the exploratory research
in the present study is the capacity to isolate component activities
associated with item response. In the case of the verbal materials;
such component activities retained the structure of multiplechoice
questions. t is; the tasks in the Word Associations; Contextual
Clues; and : .ognition Vocabulary. materials all involved a selected
response from a predefined set. All entailed recognition processing.

The quantitative measure departed somewhat from this model.
In all; there were 29quantitativetasks;ofwhich24were_
"free response" questions. Thus, item 1 in Appendix A calls for
a constructed response to the task "3(5-6) = ?" The subjects had
to perform the caIalations called for; with no guiding options
present.

Such data, then, are of interest in- several ways. First,
there is the basic attention to the level -of correct responsel the
percentage of a group that can generate the correct answer. But
it is also useful to consider what the actual erroneous response may
be if someone cannot perform the indicated operations. The summary
tables; therefore; reflect both of these kinds of information.
Table 21 compar.-:3 the four ethnic groups in terms of overall level:
of success. Appendix A shows the distributions of the various kinds
of errors which were made.

A brief inspection of the kinds of mathematical operations
which are demanded by the quantitative measure should be sufficient
to 7itablishthat they involve only very basic concepts expressed
in very simple numbers. Most _ulmbers, in fact, are singledigit;
The "difulty" in such tasks; then, lies not in any intrinsic
logical mathematical subtlety, but more in what might be called
a requirement_of basic mathematical literacy. If one is to process
swiftly and effectively the kinds_of_questiops which_are included in
GREQ, one needs to command a ready interpretation of the basic
operations which are sampled here.
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The content sampling is a curriculum-centered one, but
a test-centered one. The particular 29 tasks which comprise_the
quantitative measure were chosen because they reflected the basic
operations which were found in the specific GRE form which was
chosen as the focus for this study; Some other GRE form might yield
a somewhat different set of basic operations; a group cf mataematics
educators would almost certainly develop a different balance of
samplings . In the context of the preseit_study, hy.Tevez, the_
informal and test-centered approach seemed appropriN::,- If the_
method of "component analysis"usedhere seemed to :Leaningful_

results, a more systematic exploratin.a c):: a 'aider arzaj of material
was clearly possible.

Table 21 reveals that the ad Noc Chicano group, on the average,
experienced the greatest difficulty, and de..ploi-nted the_least
command- of these basic operations._ The only siac,..e task for which
the ad-hoc Chicano group was not_the_least successful was for the
multiple-choice task involving the identification of an isosceles
triangle, item 24. On item 24 the MW Black group did mo:e poorly.
In ether cases, notably item 22, the absolute difference between
Chicanos and others was quite small. But the net effect is clearly
that their level of basic mathematical. lit.r.racy, 2S defined in this
way, is lowest of the groups studied.

1,:hite group typically_showed a high order of success on
the 13ponent tasks, While the awc Black_groups were somew' .re

'e; There tended to be correlations between the groups
in their level of success on the '_terns; so that a task which was
more difficult one group was -lso more difficult for the others;

The topics of inequalities and -of Geometry seemed to be most
difficult for all groups; the set of Miscellaneous questions was
also difficult._ It is not easy_tc., see in the patterns of these
data any special group - content interactions. By. a7 large, the
content area summaries, the subsr means reported in the parentheses
below the data .for a question-se, cliow values which rank in
difficulty in highly similar ways for the groups.

appendix A presents the distributions of the most frequently
observed responses for each free response question in the. quantita-
tive measure. In each case, the data for first_(corrsct) response
reports_the_same percentnges as those in Table 19. _The subsequent
categories list major specific wrong answers, together with the
frequency pf response in proportions. These specific responses were
selected _.1 ther because a lot of respondents made them or because of
some presumed logical nexus to the pr&Aem. Wrorg answers not



Table 21

Percentages of Correct Responses to
Quantitative Items in the Supplementary Measure

rest Item

Ad hoc-subject group
S. East t4; WeSt

White Chicano Black B/ack
(N=98) (N=92) (N=94) (N=38)

Chance
percent
level

Parenthetical Notation

1. 3 (5-6) = 94 52 65 84

2. 3 (4) == 7 = 96 76 89 92

3; 4 (6-6) = 97 70 88 87

'4. 3 (2) I- 2 = 99 76 97 95

5. ..5 ( =3) 98 43 81 7;

(Subset mean) ____5.96.8) (63.4) (84.0) (87.4) 0

0

Fractions

5. 1/2 x /7 = 88 43 79 66

3. 3 x 4 -x
94 79 95

2 x 3

(Subset mean) (91.0) (61.0) (87.0) (79.0)-

92 0

Roots rid Powers

= 100 74 f,5 9;

L irTS . 100 75 97 100 O

) . 11 =i 93 73 Elo 92 0

). 2
3

= 100 67 9.) 69 0

32 = 89 66 89 89 0

14 = 91 63 83

(90.5)

89 0

(Subset mean) (95.) (90) (69.7) (92.7)
0

Elementary Algebra

If N
..100i N 91 48 68 66

20

What is the sum of
y and y + z? 80 41 67

If x = -2; then
x + 5 = 97 64 87 84

(Subset mean) (89.3) (51.0) (74.0) (73.7)

0

71 0
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Table 21 (cont.)

Pelcentages of Correct Responses to
Quantitative Items in the Supplementary Measure

(Continued).

Ad hoc subject_group_
Chance
percent

S. East M. West
White Chicano Black Black_

Tesc Item- (1138) (N=92) (N=94) (N=38) Level

Averages

17. Tho average of
1, 3, and 5 is 95 61 85 :'4 0

18. The average of 1, 2,
3, 10, and 14 is 89 45 77 71 0

19. The_average of
1, 2, 4, and 5 is 96 53 83 82 0

(Subset mean) (93.3) (53.0) (81.7) (75.7)

Geometry

How many degrees are
there in a right
angle? 90 52 82 82

21. What is the total num:)er
of degrees of arc in a
circle? 80 45 52 55

C'ubset-mean)- (85.0) _(47:5)

27 If 10 <x< 20, ... 89 38 63 74 0.2

26. If - 2 S y . 70 25 32 < 0.1

29. If s- < 3, ... 79 16 62 68 <0.1

cSubset mean} (-79.3) 43-3-0) (5-2-3) (5-8-.40-)

M:i.scellaneousi in Multiple-Choice forma

22. (Identify consecutive
integers) 92 59 62 63 17

23. (Understand ii symbol) 92 58 73 76 25

24. Identify isosoles
triangle) 64 37 43 26 20

25. (Identify specified
coordinate point) 76 46 6 : 68 20

26. (Recognize appropriae
ratio) 96 60 72 79 17

(Subset mean) 84.0 52.0) (62.6) (62.4) (19.-7)

aSer Appendi: : A for complete items
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selected in this_way are grouped as "miscellaneous." Blanks (omits)
are also reported.

Observed frequencies for wrong answers are affected by a
number of factors, One such factor is clearly the difficulty
of the item. In comparing the proportion of respondents who
exhibit any particular wrong answer, then; -these raw proportions
will need to Le evaluated in the context of associated differences
in number right.

A straightforward way to approach the problem is to compute
the proportion demonstrating a given vrong answer, basing the
computation on only the group who gave nonright answe;:s. This
gives an index of relative strength cf a given response for one
ethnic group. Thus; in Item 1 in Appendix A th7:_wrong answer +3
was g.4.,en by 28.7_percent of S.E. Blacks and 20..? percent of
Chicanos. But this wrong answer constituted 8" percent of
all wrong answers for S.E. Blacks, versus 45.2 r..trcent of nonright
answers for Chicanos. The second contrast, then, heightens the
impression that the groups differ u this tendency. To facilitate
such comparisons, Table 22 was de -:loped. This lists any wrong
answers to items which showed a group difference of'20 percent or

ir the index " proportion of all wrong responses consisting of
this response." The analysis was arbitrarily restricted to groups
where 10 or more respondents showed opecfific wrong answers.

The differences in Table 22 t-(1,i to ccutrast the Chicano and
S.E. slacks, as the least able groups. 1.1d tend to support the view
that S.E. Black errors, more so than Chicano errors; demonstrate an
"overt" faulty process. That is, more of the S.F. Black errors can
be linked to plausible but faulty operations, such as 3(4)-7 == 0, in
Item 2, where 3(4) is misprocessed as (3+4)-7 =2 () or such as
failing to divide to get the average in Item 17; so that 1+3+5 22. 9

is computed and 9 is made the answer.

Beyond these contrasting tendencies for the group of S.E.
Blacks, the distributions show few dramatic differences. Individuol
findings are of some interest in assessing the needs of groups for
specific counsel. On Items IC; II; and 12, for example; white none
of these Whites encountered any problems with 23 and 32, 9
Whites made the error 14 =2 4. ClAly a special literacy in
"powers of 1" canr_lt be presumed f,:om a more general mastery of
exponents.



Table 22

Specific Responses Showing Differences Larger

Than 20% in Relative Attractiveness

Item

9

14

17

17

19

Correct
Response

Incorrect
Response

-3 3

1i+1; 0

2,000 5

3 9

3 4.5

20 90, 90%

21 360, 360%

28 Oi I; 2;

30

12

180

180

Ad hoc
Group

Proportion*

S.E. Bladk 81.8
Chicano 45.2

S;E. Black 40.0
ChIcno 9.1

S.E. Back 10.0
Chicano 32.0

S.E. Black 40.0
M.W. Black 15.4

S.E. Black ,/.1
Chicano 11;1
M.W. Black 20;0

Chicano 8,3
M.W. Black 30.0

S.E. Biatk 27.3
Chicano 3.9

S.E. Black 43;8
Chicano 4.7

S.E. Black
Chicano 6.8
White 60.0

S.E. Black 6C.0
Chicano 25.0
M.W. Black 53.8
White. 75.0

Chicano 5;8
White 35.5

*Proportion of all errors consisting c;f incorrect responso;
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The linking of these_results to differences in item performance
would be difficult. The knowledges assessed here are basically
components_of the more_complex GRE items. But the response distribu-
tions of the S.E. Blacks and the Chicanos indicate that the former
group may be much more susceptible to certain kinds of distracters,
since they appear to generate errors based on more overt process
problems. Chicanos might demonstrate a flatter response pattern.
In terms of the analysis variables of Part I, Chicano response
distribu'Aons would be expected to show higher values of R.U. In
actual A.act, the Black sample in Phase I showed slightly higher R.U.
values than the Chicano_gloup. But Phase_I consisted of a national
sample, and the comparability of the similarly-named groups in the
two samples is dubious. It cannot be established whether there are
qualitative differences in the way these ethnic groups generate
wrong answers to quantitative items.

Summary and Conclusions

This study was basically a search for evidence of intergroup
differences in responses to tests and to test-like tasks. Essentially,
it was a_ composite of_seven zemponent_inquiries. Thus, there were
three substudies in Phase I and four in Phase II. Tht.e :even
studies cover the GRE item.7:.ype doi:
relevann implicit guessing beh
centered ou item analytic stratef
an actual GRE administration.
"item-component" strategies an
trarins.

a number of viewpoints
studies in Phase I

test data derived from
cs in Phase II entered ot
derived from spacial adminis-

The common -theme of all of these inquiries was the quest fer
indications of intergroup differences._ _The groups consideedwere
Whites, Chicanos, and Blacks. It should be noted, however, that the
groups studied in Phase II were ad hoc samples with no real potential
for generalizability to the total populations. The implication of
any differences might be that the scoring formula and the tnatruticns
to candidates concerning scoring might be inappropriate for one or
more groups. The most general conclusion of the study is simply
that such intergroup differences do not exist. In seve. at'_eupts
fine group contrasts, with each attempt yielding a fair:" t:omplex
acid multifaceted analysis, only one minor phenomenon ca:. be repo7:ted:
Chicano femala omitting on GRE-V is demonstrated by groups of
somewhat lower ability than those demonstrating similar behavior for
other groups.
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These :_:1:11.:gs must-. be _o-,Adere:! reassu,-ing_in tho context of
the continual con. ?rn etic iesr :ppzepriate for minority
students because ti;, y -,pproached in a diffe.z.nt manner by these
students. There e,Jidenca that the minority groups here
studied were di'lerehr i.com their majority counterparts in any way
not explained by -verall test performance itself. Minorities score
less well. But minorities do not show test performances, in doing
so, which are differelA: in process from low-coring majority
groups.

The findings are in a sense disappointing in that they do not
indicate that test differences can be reduced by adjustments of the
scoring and_instructional techniques. It is widely believed that
test score differences on measures like the GRE are not true differ-
ences in developed education potential, and there is a quest for
some adjustment in the testing situation which_ will reduce the score
difference. This study fails to demonstrate the sought -for change.
On the other hand, its results support the view that the present
test configuration may be in fact less biased than its critics
suggest, since in seven substudies, whose detailed and systematic
comparisons offered a large number of potential: opportunities for
demonstrable differences, only two limited "quasi-successes" were
regred.

While the results are of sufficient interest to suggest follow-up
studies, they cannot explain score differences in_any practical way.
In evaluating the seven indices used in these studies, it must
be recognized that each is a raf:ional window or candidate behavior
but Olat there is no prior empirical work validating them, upon
which the study could build. The ratioales presented in the report
contribute to the face validity of the measures, but the 'imitations
of the instruments are clear. Such seemingly simple steps as the
"recombining" of analo6y item asseciational data by averaging
"association" strength across the two members of a response-air are
themselves in need of research verification.

In spite of the limitations of the indicators, however,
there is some evidence that they are meaningfully related to the
internal item process variables of candidates. In the Phase
I analvis,_ this was_mos: strongly indicated by the item format
effects. The 14/4 and P+A variables are widely used in testing, and
item format differences for them have been long established. But
the Mh0 and the RU indicators are not sowell_established, and the
finding of format effects substantiates the view that these in-_
dicators are sensitive to process shifts. In Phase II, the limited
test of the link between association ratings and item performance in
analogies attests to the mobility of the association appre,-;1: to
reflect internal process. The rough associationaI measure seems to
have promiee of value in explaining_the popularity_of di..tractor
choices; the "mathematical literacy" measure seemed tc, reflect
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some group differences in free response data which are process-

oriented. On the_Whele, the measures developed for this study
seemed_to "work" in the sense of yielding differentiation and a
potential thereby for reflecting group characteristics.

While the principle findings are reassuring concerning the
current structure of the test;_the study should serve as an incentive

to further work. The impetus here was toward an examination of
intergroup differences in item response process. The focus was on
guessing process; and the tone and tenor of the study was on the
evaluation of the existing program practices in instruction and in

scoring. But item process investigations have a valid role of their

own. There is little clear knowledge of why aptitude measures work,

Of how they are solved. Work by Bloom and Broder (1950) arid more
recently by Sternberg (1977) is related to the current study, as is

the extensive effort to_infer itemsolution process from item
analysis by BrighaM (1930) in his book "The Study of Error;" The

work in the present study covers a number of facets of the GRE item

domain. But_this very breadth necessarily leads to constraints in

the number of any given item type -which can be surveyed. The study

of truncated Sentence completionitems;for example, had to be based

on a very feW of these items. The finding that the different groups
gave Virtually equiva:ent evaluations of distractor potential_On

thiS task is an intriguing one in vi,!-;w of the known_group differenceS

in success on the items _themselves._ Additional work with item
component studies and sentence comPletior.s could e7:pand the item

m:.terial (reduce the truncation) to see if there is some critical

information level which triggers ;..ocessdifferences; As matters _

stand; an infer ntial task seemingly 33 hard as the item task itself

is found to dei...-Strat6 virtually no group differences, while items

t':ieMSelVeS show such ditferences.

In summary, the study sw:;gestt. tuat

(1) there are no EiguifiCant differences in the response
processes of ei.:1-nlic groups as these relate; implicitly;

to guessing;

(2) there is one minol. grt.ap-linked difference for Chicano
females Oh Verbal materia-2; perhaps worthy of some
further study;

(3) there is a genuine 47,o1-,ntial_for understandingitet
solution processe, not: merely those related to guessing;
through item component studies of_the type embodied
in the special measures of Phase II. AUditionaI work

with S. :h measures is justifl.? and destrabIc.
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1

Appendix A

Percentages of Responses to Quantitative Items; by
Experimental Group and by Individual Response Category

Experimental Group

SE Black Chicano MW Black White All Ss
(N = 94) (N = 92) (N = 38) (N = 98) (N = 322)

Item 1:3 (5-6)

3

Misc.

Omit

65

29

i
0

4

1

52

4

t2

4

84

8

0

0

8

0

94

4

0

b

2

0

72

16

2

1

6

2

Item 2:3 (4)-7 -,--

5* 89 76 92 96 88

0 4 2 0 0 2

4 2 1 3 0 1

-9 0 0 0 1 0

MISC. 4 14 5 34 7

Omit 0 6 0 0 2

Item 3:4 (6-6)

88 70 87 97 85

6 20 8 3 9

18 2 3 3 0 2

Misc. 3 1 3 0 2

Omit 7 0 0

1-Correct responses are marked with an asterisk

Note: The answer choices have been reordered most popular to least popular.
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Experimental Group

SE Black Chicano MW Black White

(N = 94) (N = 92) (N = 38) (N = 98)
All Ss
(N = 322)

Item 4:5 (2) -2 =

*
8

-20

0

Misc.

Omit

97

1

1

1

6

76

3

1

12

8

95

0

3

3

99

1

0

91

2

1

4

Item 5: 1/2 x 4/7 =

2/7 or 4/14
*

79 44 66 88 70

15/14 4 8 3 3 5

8/7 2 1 0 1 1

7/8 2 0 1

5/14 1 1 0 1

5/9 1 0 3 0

Misc. 8 23 13 4 11

Otit 3 22 13 4 10

-5 (-3)

*
-c3-,15 or +15 81 44 79 72

=45 10 25 11 0 11

-2 3 6 0 3 4

2 1 0 0 1

Misc. 3 5 5 5

Omit: 2 14 5 4 7





Experimental Groups

Response
SE Blatk
(N = 94)

Chicano
(N = 92)

MW Black
(N = 38)

White
(N = 98)

All Ss
(N = 322)

Item 7: =

+ -*
3 or 3

Misc

°tit

95

4

74

14

12

97

3

100

0

0

91

5

Item 8: /15.-

.+ *
5 or*-- 5 97 75 100 100 92

Misc. 2 13 0 0 4

Omit 1 12 0 4

Item : TT =

1 or ± 1* 89 73 92 93 86

0 1 9 0 1 3

1/2 0 0 0 2 1

Misc. 1 2 5 3

Omit 9 16 3 1 8

Item 10: 23

90 67 90 100 87

6 4 9 0 0 4

MiSt. 3 12 IO 0 6

Omit 2 12 0 0 4

Item 11:

9* 89 66 90 89 83

27 4 4 5 11 7

6 3 9 0 3

Misc. 1 9 5 0 3

Otit 2 12 0 0

9



Response

Experimental Croup

SE Black Chicano MW Black White All Ss
(N = 94) (N = 92) (N = 38) (N = 98) (N = 322)

*
1

4

Misc.

Omit

10 or 60/6
or 30/3*

12

Misc.

Omit

*
2000

5

200

1000

20;000

Misc.

Omit

2y + z or
2y + 3*

y + y or
y_+ (y + z)

y
2 + 2

y2

y + z

Misc.

Omit

Item 12: 1
4

=

83

15

0

2

63 89

22 5

5 3

10 3

91

9

0

0

80

14

2

4

Item 13:
3 x 4 x 5

2 X 3-

95 79 92 94 90

2 0 2

3 11 5 4 6

10 3 0 3

Item 14: If
20

= 100, N =

68 48 66 91 69

13 13 5 2 9

3 2 21 4 5

3 3 3 0 2

2 0 0 2 1

2 5 2

9 28 5 1 12

Item 15: What is the sum of y and y + z?

67 41 71 80 64

5

4 3 0

3 5 0 0 2

3 1 0 0

7 17 11 10 12

10 28 13 5 14
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Response
SE Black
(N = 94)

Chicano
(N = 92)

MW Black
(N = 38)

White
(N = 98)

All Ss
(N = 322)

Item 16: If x = -2, then x + 5 =

3*

-3

7

Mist.

Oiiiit

87

3

3

4

2

64

2

1

12

21

84

3

3

3

8

97

1

1

1

0

83

2

2

5

8

Item 17: The average of 1, 3 and 5 is

3 85 61 74 95 80

9 9 4 5 0 4

4.5 3 3 8 4 4

2 1 1 0 0 1

Misc. 1 13 8 1 5

Omit 1 17 5 0 6

Item 18: The average of 1, 2, 3, 10 and 14 is

6 77 45 71 89 70

30 6 2 5 0 3

15 3 2 5 3

5 4 1 8 0 3

8 1 1 3 3 2

3 1 3 0 0 1

4 2 1 3 0 1

Misc. 3 17 0 3 8

Omit 2 27 5 0
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Response
SE Black
(N = 94)

Experimental Group

All SS
(N = 322)

Chicano MW Black White
(N = 92) (N = 38) (N 98)

Item 19: The average of 2; 4; and 5 is

*
3 83 53 82 96 78

12 7 2 5 0 3

6 3 3 5 3 3

Misc. 3 19 5 1 7

Omit , 3 23 3 0 8

Item 20: How many degrees are there in a right angle?

90i
*

90% 82 52 82 90 76

180 6 3 10 6 6

45 2 11 3 3 5

60 2 1 0 0 1

30 1 1 0 0 1

MiSt. 5 11 3 1 5

Omit 1 21 3 0 6

Item 21: What is the total number of
degrees of arc in a circle?

360, 360% 52 44 55 80 58

180 29 14 26 15 20

45 2 2 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 1

120 1 0 0 1

Misc. 4 13 10 4 8

Omit 10 25 1 11
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Response
SE Black
(N = 94)

Experimental .Group

All SS
(N = 322)

Chicano MW Black White
(N = 92) (N = 38) (N = 98)

Item 27: If 106 x < 20, which of the following can
the values of x? 5; 10, 15, 20, 25, 30

--*
15 63 38 74 89 65

5 11 4 ln 3 6

10 1 6 i 0 2

5, 10, 15 2 2 0 2 2

Misc. 7 (3 8 3 6

Omit 16 40 5 3 18

Item 28: If -2 ! y, which of the following can
be values of y? -4; -2; -1; 0; 1. 2; 4

2i =1, 0,
1, 2, 4* 32 25 32 70 42

-4; -') 17 4 16 10 11

-2 11 3 16 1 6

=1 4 2 8 ). 3

-4 2 5 5 0 3

-1, 0, 1;
2, 4 3 2 3 3 3

1 2 1 0 0 1

Misc. 7 9 8 6 8

Omit 21 48 13 8 24

Item 29: If _z < =3, which of the following can
values of z? =6, =3, -1, 0, 1, 3, 6

*
-6 62 36 68 79 60

-3 3 4 3 0 2

-1 5 0 8 0 2

-6; -3 0 3 3 2 2

71, , 1,

3, 6 2 3 3 2

=6; =3, -=1 2 0 1

Misc. 4 6 3 4 5

Omit 23 48 13 11 26
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Appendix B

Instrument Used to Collect Supplementary Data (PhaSe II)

SCECOL_

DArrzp

k...ZGEOUND =a-LORNA rriz

In Order to make the beet use of thsexperimental do.t.L, we will need to

have tie backemound information requested in the next four questions. You

may, however, lea.7913 any questions unanswered that you wish.

Mexk your answers by circling the aporopriate bather for each auestion.

A; ?lease indicate your sex

1. Male

2; Female

3. What is your present educational status?

1. 4; Senior

2. Soohomore 5. (Specifj-)

3; Jcm;i0=

Which best describes your major field or study?

1. RumArities (Art. English, languages, philosOphy; etc.)

2. Social Sciences (EdUcatiOno history; goveratment, law,

psychblogy, etc.)

3; Biological Sciences (Agriculture* bidlOgy, forestry. home

ecoromicso nursing, etc.)

L. Phytidaz Sciences (Mathematics, physics, chorniStry, atgttee-ingi

computer sciemces. etc.)

When did you last attend high school an at least a half-+i rd basis?

1. One to three years ago
2. Four to six years ago
3. Seven to mine years ago
L. Ten cr core years ago

1



WORD ASSOCIATIONS MEASURE

DirectiOns. For each word given to capital letters; you are to judge which
of the Five following words is most closely associated or relaned_to_it,
and indicate this by circling the 5 in the appropriate row. SiO4larly,

you are to circle the 4 for the word that is next-most related, aad so on.

Look at the example:

Exa=ple
Least

Related
Most

Related

a. calendar 2- 3 4 5-

b. cucumber 4. 3

c. poor 1 2 3 4.. Fs

d. sound 3 4 3_

e. wealthy 1 2 3 5

The words "pooe_and "Wealthy" would come rather quickly to mind for most of

US; When given_the word "rich." Those feeling that "poor" is the tost
closely related would circle, the 5 for that word. Others might reverse the
order between "poor" and "we-eat:hi:" They would circle the 5 for "`wealthy"

and the 4 for "poor." There are likely to be a lot of individual differences
in markliig the other_three relationships. "Cucumber" can be related in the
sense of rich food, "sound" in the sense of high fidelity; and "calendar"

it the settee that for example; the "rich" may be though as bei a slave

to clock and calendar.

when you are rating the level of relatedness of each set of words,
please keep these ooints in Lind:

1; There are no right or wrong answers.

2. OirCle one nUMber for each word. If you don't know the meaniag
of aword or are otherwise unsure; follow your "hunch" about
the level of relatedness.

3. For each sec. of five words._ use each ler1.1 of relatedness only

once. "Toss a coin" when there is a tie.

4. 3-ezetbet that L indicates least related, and that 5 indicates
most rtIated;

1O
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3

WORD ASSOCIATIONS MEASURE

A. SONG Leas t Most B . SICZNK Least Moo t

Related Related Related Related

1. score 1 3 1 4 5 6. camel 1 2 3 4 5-

2; instrument 1 2 3 4 5 7. porcupine 1 -I 1 4-

3. solo 1 3 a 4- 5- 8. lion 1 2 3 4 5

4. benediction 1 2 3 4 5 9; cat 1 2 1 4- 5-

5: suit 1 2 3 4 5 10. hound 1 2- 3 4 5

C. WATER D. IDEA

II. cloud I 2 3 4 5 16. thought I 1 3 5

12. power 1 2 5 4 5- 17. play I 2 3 4 5

13. matter i 2 3 4 5 13. theory 1 3 3 4 5

1-4. antiques I 2 3 4 5 19. dream 2 3 4 5

15. valuables 1? a 4 5- 20. attentiom 1 2 3 4 5

E. HISTORIAN F. OBSESSION

21. skeptic 1 za_ 4_ 26. emotion 1. 2 3 4 5-

224 logici 1 2 3 4 5 27. author 1 -II 4-

23. politician 1 2 3 4- 5- 28. experimentation 1 2 3 4 5

24. archaeologist 1 2 3 4 5 29. thought 1 2 3 4- 3-

25. statistician 1 2 3 4 5 30. it..gil. 1 2 3 4 5

G. CONFIDENCE B. SCENT

31. simplicity 1 2 3 4 5 36. hUMM 1 2 3 4 5

32. economy 1 za -4- 5_ 37; all-T 1 2 3 5

33. conscience 2 3 4 5 38. mane 1 2 3 1- -5

34. fear 1 2 3 4 5 39. whisker 1 2 3 4 5

35. peace 1 -3 1 40. ear 1 2 3 4,_ 5-

?lease go on to the next nage.

104



I. SUPPLICATE Least
Related

41. ingratiate

42. request

43. demand

44. pettise

45. entreat

K. CISTERN

31. shower

52. official

53. science

54. museum

55. vault

M; °Drum
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WORD ASSOCIATIONS MEASUSZ

1_ 2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

3 4

3- 4-

3 4

A-

l- 2 3 4

61. amusement 1 Z. 3 4

62; loathing 1 2 3

63. mortification 1 -2 3- 4-

64. ingratitude 1 2 3

65. envy 1 23-4-

O. DIZTIDENT

71. affluent 1 2 1 4

72. profligate 1 -2- 3 4

73: cunning 1 2 3 -

74 antagonistic 1? 3- 4

/D. MOribUnd 1 2 3

Most
Related

J. REPERTOIRE LeaSt
Related

Most
Related

5 46. melody 3- 4 5

47. artist 1 2 3 4 5

5- 48. chorus 1 2 3 4 5

5 49. church 2- 3_ 4

5 50. wardrobe 1 2 3 5

HITI..L:E .,"

5 56. thankful 2 2 3 4 5

57; solution 3

5 58. peremptory 1 -2- 3

59. cursory 2 3 4

5 60. aggressive -l-za -4-

N; ANACHRONISM

5 66. atheism -Lza
5 67. fallacy 1 3 4.

5- 68. propaganda 1 2 3- 4- 5

5 69. artifact 1 Z 3 4 5

a 7r% criterion 1 2 3 4 5

P. INVIDIOUS

5 76. droll- 1 2 3 4 5

5 77. winsome /
1-- ..--:. -3_ i.,_-

5 78. pious 1 2 3 4 5

5- 79; benign 2 3 4 5

5 80. unpretentious 1 3 4 5

STOP. :lake stare you hz'e circled a number for each word, and
that fdt each set of 5 words, you have used all 5 levels of
relatedness.
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5

USING CONTEXTUAL CLUES

Directions. IO each of the next questions, you are given part of a
sentence, with a blank where a word has been removed, and a list of five
words. You are to circle the 3 for the word that is most likely to
belong in the blank; the 4 for the word that is next-most likely, and
so on;

Be sure co circle a different number for each word. "Toss a coin"
when there is a tie;

Remember that 1 indicates the least likely substitution, and chat
.indicates the most'likely sUbsticutiOn.

Example:

._accelerate the
Least
likely

Nose
likely

of soil nutrients . . .

A. depletion 1 2 3 4
(72)

B. erosion 1 2 4 5

C. cultivation 1 O 3 4 5

D. fertilization 0 3 4 5

E. conservation 1 2 3 5

A. . . . growth is not a
process for all people .

1. uniform 1 2 3

2. healthy i 2 3

3. unique 1 2 3

4. sf-mle i 2 3

5. progressive 1 2 3

B. . , . problems that are difficult
Y% today may become

tomorrow . . .

6. iasoluble 1 2 3

7. manageable 1 2 3

8. disuipated 1 2 3

9. prominent 1 2 3 S 5

10. vital 1 s 3 3

4 5

4 3

4 3

4 5

4 5

5

4 5

4 5

?lease go on co the next page.
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6

Using Contextual Clues

; pervasive feature of
human intellect is its

capacity. .

Least
likely

. Most
likely

11. finite 1 2 3 4 5

12. inadequate 1 2 3 4
-
o

13. remarkahle 1 2 3 4 5

14. boundless - 2 3 4 5

15. limited 1 2 3 4 5

D. . . . geese
no territorial behavior.

16. idettity 1 2 3 4 5

17. merit 1 2 3 4 5

18. divulge 1 2 3 4 5

19. accept 1 2 3 4 5

20. manifest 1 2 3 4 5

E. ; he was famous for his
and

irresponsible behavior

21. bizarre 1 2 3 4 5

22. penurious 1 2 3 4. 5

23. cavalier 1 2 3 4 3

24. obsequious 1 2 3 4

25; licentious 1 2 3 4 5

STOP; Make sure you have circled a cumber for each word; and
that for each Set of 5 4ords, you have used all 5 levels of
liktlihOod.

;7
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MCOGNITION VOCABULARY

Directions. Rate each word given belowon the seven-potnt scale that is

provtaed. A rating of 1 indicates words that you least recognize. rt

should be used for wordrZith which you are completelTririfamiliar. A

rating of 7 indicates words with which-you are very familiar, and have no

doubt reginTng_thetr meaning. The middle rating, , indicates words

that you would probably undSrStand in context, but are doubtful when the

word appears alone.

Be sure to circle a number for each word.,

Remember that _1_ indicates words you least recognize, and .1_ indiOates

words you most reads F recognize.

tse all seven values; to indicate different degrees of word knowledge.

.1
Least _

Recognition

Most
Recognition

1. abrasiveness 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. accomplish 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. acridness 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. alleviate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5. anachronism 1 3 3 4 5 6 7

6. analyze 1 2 3 4

7. anarchy 1 2 3 5 6 7

8. antecedent 1 2 3 5 6 7

9. apprehend 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10. cistern 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

11. clarify 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12. conciliate 1 3 3 4 5 6 7

13. confidence 1 4 ¢ 6 7

14. confuse 1 2 4 5 6 7

15; corroborate 1 2 5 6 7

?lease go on to the next page;
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Recognition Vocabulary

Least Most

16. demote 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

17; diffident 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

18. discourage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

19. dispute 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

20. distort 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

21. doubt 1 2 3 4 5 6

22. ecclesiastical 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

23. estrange 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

24. exigencies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

25. expedience 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

26. fluidity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

27. habitual 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

28. heinous 1 2 3 4 3 6 7

29. hiatuses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

30. historian 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

31. homtnid 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

32. humble 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

33. hyperboles 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

34. idea 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

35. inaugurations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

36. incommodities 1 2 3 4 3 6 7

37. Incomprehensible 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

38. implement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

39. intensify 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

40. invidious 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

41. involuntary 1 2 3 4 5

42. negotiate 1 2 3 4 5 6

43. obsession 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

44. odium 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

45. pardonable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

?Tease go on to the re Xt page.

109
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Recognition Vocabulary

Least _ Most
46; paucity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

47; placate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

48. plenum 1 2 3 4 5

49. profanity 1 2 3 4

50. progenitorship 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

51. p.to1iferation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

52. promulgate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

33. reciprocate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

54. repertoire 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

55. restore 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

56. retard 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

57. scent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

58. secular 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

39. sell 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

60. skunk 1 2 3 4 5 6

61. song 1 2 3 4 5 7

62. supplicate 1 2 3 4 5 6

63. suppress 1 2 3 4 5

64. surfeit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

65. temporality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

66. tenacity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

67. uncontrollable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

68. vacuum 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

69. water 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

STOP. Make sure riu have circled a number for each word.

I:10
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QUANTITATIVE MEASURE

A. Answer the following questions, by filling in che blanks.

1.

2.

3.

4.

3(5-6) " 5. 1/2 x 4/7 ..

3(4)=7 = 6. -5(-3) =

4(6-6) 7. CIF

5(2)-2 8. TT -

9. Cr ..

10. 23
4

11. 3-

12. 1
4

13. 3 x4 a5
14. If N

2 x 3
56 I00, N

15. What is the sum of y and y z?

16. If x -2, then x + 5

17; The average of 1; 3, and 5 is

18. The average of 2, 3; IO, and 14 is

19. The average of 1, 2, 4, and 5 Is

20. Haw many degrees are there in a right angle?

21. What is the total number of degrees of arc in a circle?

10

3. Answer the follawing questions by circling the one correct answer to
each.

22. Which of the folIawting
a set of consecutive integers?

23. For the figure shown,
which of the folloc4ing

1. 1.1 and 1.2 4. 11 and 12

2. 1.2 and 1.4 5. 12 and 14

3. 1.3 and 1.5 6. 13 and 13

is true?

1. ;t13

7. AB

3. CD

4. EF

11

11

q

11

CD

EF

EF

ca

A

C/

24. Which of the following is an isosoles triangle?

4. D

5. E

?lease go on to the next page.

11j
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25. In the coordinate system shown; which point has the coordinates

2, 3?

1. A

B

3. C 3
4; D z-

5. E
I

,4/-*. r _1_ I
-Z -/ r Z 3 14 _4" g

26. If there are 3 men, 2_women; and 1 child in a group; what is the
ratio of men to women?

1. 2/3 4. 3/2

2. 516 5. 5

3. 1 6. 6

C. Answer the following questions by circling all the correct answers
for each.

27. If 10<x. <20, wbieair of the following can be values of x?

5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30

If -2 "5- 7; which cf the following can be values of 7?

=4, -1, 0; 1, 2; 4

29. If z <-3, which of the following can be values of z?

-6; -3; -I; 0; 1, 3, 6

STOP. Check your answers to the quantitative questions. Then

close your test booklet and await further instructions.

1.1
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Appendix B: Judges' instructions for rating analogy choices
on their shared relationships with the item pair.

In each of the following questions, a related pair of words of phrases

is followed by five lettered pairs of words or phrases. Select the

lettered pair which best expresses a relationship si-mtlar to that

expressed in the original pair, and mark a rating of 5 for that choice;

Then select the lettered pair which is next best in expressing a

relationship similar to that expressed in the original pair, and mark

it with a 4, and so on. DO not allow ties. If two choices are very

similar in your judgment, give them different ratings, but note marginally

that the two were very close.

To facilitate subse,-;cent discussion and resolution of differences in

ratings; it would be helpful to have brief relational statements indica

ting the educed relationship for each choice pair that was compared to

relationships in the stem pair.

EXAMPLE

REQUEST: EMT EAT

(A) control : explode

(B) admire : idolize

(C) borrow : steal

(D) repeat : plead

(E) cancel : invalidate

Relational statements;
Rating comments

(5best)

.1;(4 1=-0=.4-

7 tk.


